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County Sheriff:

DISCOVERS MIXED COUPLE IN HIS CABIN
Governor
Asked To
Act In Case

Florida Town Glad FIoq Victim Alive

LEESBURG. Fla. — Gov. Leroy
Collins has beers asked to consider
suspending Lake County Sheriff
'Willis McCall following wide circulation of pornographic photos his
-office made of a Negro airman,
and a nude white girl.
The Leesburg Daily Commercial,
which wired the request to Coy.I
Collins on Friday, also charged
that the sheriff failed to protect
a prisoner in his custody from
VOL.
physical harm.
Both charges stem from the Oct.
4 arrest of Marlene Taylor, 19. of
Orlando, and Conley Gipson. 23,
during a rendezvous in a cabin
owned by McCall in the "Big
Scrub" of North Lake County,
TIPPED OFF
The arrest followed a tilt to the
sheriff from a Mount Dora white
girl whom Miss Taylor had contacted about a double date with
colored Airmen Maxie T. Deckard,
25. and Gipson.
The Mount Dora girl arranged
for them to be found in the sheriff's cabin. The sheriff and his
men pistol-whipped the colored
airman into unconsciousness and
then forced Miss Taylor to pose
in the nude with the unconscious
man, supposedly for use as "evidence."
The incident gained new publicity on Friday when the Daily
Commercial disclosed the picture
angle and said its reporters had
been denied the right to see Miss
Taylor on five occasions and
charged that the pictures had been
widely circulated illegally.
USE FACE SHOT
The newspaper, which ran a fa-
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WILDWOOD.
— Citizens of
this town were relieved whsti %ord
spread that Jesse Woods. farm
hand, has turned up alive, and
sentiment was strong here that
,sorne action should _be taken
!against the persos who spiritest
I him out of a jail cell last
week
and heat him,

Reveal:

Police Abuse Another Teacher
Warm Welcome To Baptist Leader 1Hyde Park

. 1 Instructor
Is Victim

See GOVERNOR, Page 3

Group Named To
Operate Fisk
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — The Fisk
university board of trustees has
named two Committees, one to
nominate a successor to the late
President Charles S. Johnson, and1
the other to operate the univer-1
Pity in the interim.
The Rev. Philip M. Widenhouse
of New York will head the nominating committee. Serving with
him are L. Howard Bennett. MMseapolis attorney: Dr. Jo hn
Hope Franklin, chairman of the:
history department at Brcoklynl
mund Orgill extends warm
Shown with him as he arrived
RELIGIOUS LEADER, Dr. J.
'college: Dr. Franklin McLean, Chi- 1
greetings to Dr. Jackson at
president of the
at Grand Central railroad staJackson,
H.
,cago physician and Nicholas KelEllis Auditorium. where the retion, left to right, are: George
National Baptist conlention,
ley, New York attorney. All are
W. Lee, Rev. J. F. Collins,
ligious leader addressed the
USA, was greeted by a weltrustees.
con‘ention. Left to right, front
Rev. W. H. T. Brewster. Dr.
coming committee of more
COMMITTEE HEAD
row, are: Mayor Orgill. Dr.
Jackson. Res. C. H. Sykes,
than 200 citizens last Friday
Ferris C. Bailey. Nashville atJackson. Rev. Campbell and
Robert Thomas and Rev. A.
came to the city to dewhen
he
torney and hoard member, will
Res. H. H. Humes, of MissisE. Campbell president of the
liver the featured address at
head the committee charged with,
sippi.
Tennessee Baptist Convention.
closing session of the Tenthe
administrative responsibility forl
In bottom photo Mayor EdBaptist convention.
nessee
the institution. He will be assisted by Mrs. Bernard Fensterwald.
Nashville trustee: Dr. George N.
Redd. dean of the university; Isaiah T. Creswell. comptroller. and '
Dr. Preston Valien, chairman of
the social science department at
Fisk.
Leonard M. Riescr of Chicago.
who is president of the board. indicated that it was unlikely that
The leader of the five million Negro Baptists of the all over the MidSouth,
a successor for Dr. Johnson could
Dr. A. E. Campbell, president
States, the largest Negro religious group in the
United
he found immediately. "We hope
of the Tennessee Baptist convenpossible,
last
assembly
week
soon
in
as
mammoth
Memas
started
to get
world, addressed a
tion. and pastor of Columbus Bapthough." he said.
phis. and told them "not to harp too long" on the issue
44(4. JACKSON. Page 3
Informed sources stated that the
,of integration.
interim operating committee would
Dr. Joseph Harrison .Jackson of spoke to more than 1.000 persons
probably manage the university's
president of the Nation- for the closing meeting of the
Chicago,
the
of
remainder
affairs for the
al Baptist Convention. U. S. A.. Tennessee Negro Baptist Convenacademic year.
Aion at Ellis Auditorium Friday
night.
"We as a people must not limit
our cause to the matter of simply!
gaining our rights. We can fight
, our battle only to find America
grows while we stand still,- lie
*•
said.
&Baptist
'OUR TASK'

Must Not Limit Battle To
Civil Rights,' Dr. Jackson

•

Another Mentphis teacher became the victim of police abuse .
on Halloween night. the Tr -Stale
Defender learned on Nov. 4.
Theorore R. Johnson, of 2275
Hunter. a teacher at Hyde Park
school, told th,
.• Tri-State Defender during an interview Sunday.
Nov. 4, that Lt. J. C. Hamby.
without due cause, threw him to
the ground, subjected him to vile
profanity and arrested him on a
charge of disorderly conduct.
Mr. Johnson stated during the
interview, that Lt. Hamby became indignant when he asked
"Am I violating the law by standing in my friend's yard talking?
Al Ilie time the teacher svas
standing in the front yard of
James Reed, who resides at 2139
Hunter.
CHASES TEENAGERS
Lt. Hamby had just left the Beni devous Sundry. two doors from the •
Reed home on Hunter, where he •
had chased a crowd of teenagers
1 from the place, who were enjoying a party sponsored by Wil; ham Cox, teacher at Kansas
Street school, to keep them off
MR. AND MRS MACARTHUR
the street on Halloween night. Lt. WOODS, parents of Jesse
Hamby had gone to the neighWoods. 39-year-old farmhlnd
borhood to investigate a report
who was spirited from his jail
of rock-throwing by some young- cell in Wildwood. Fla., last
sters.
week. Woods had been jailed
In Judge Beverly Boushe's court
for being drunk and disoiderly
on Nov. 1, despite competent legal aid and the testimony of an
eye-witness, Mr. Johnson was fin1
The case was appealed.
CHIEF McDONALD
Mr. Johnson told the Tri-State
Defender that "In interest of my
own welfare and on my own volition. I discussed the case with
Chief of PoliceJ. C. McDonald
on Nov. 3.
"I am inclined to feel that
Chief McDonald does not approve
of the type of behavior exemplified by Lt. Hamby. Further, Chief
See VICTIM, Ptige 3

Name Speaker For First
Women's Day
an instructor of speech and
drama at Pearl High school. She
received her BA and MA degrees
from Fisk university. She is also
secretary of the Woman's Courted, National Baptist Missicnary
Council and National Ba pt is t
Training School, Nashville.

A reception will be held for the
guest speaker at 3 p.m. The general organization includes:
General chairman Mrs. I. M.
Blackshire and Mrs. M a r
Steele. co-chairman.
Finance chairman. Mrs. Naomi
Parker Greenlee and Mrs. Alma
Roach. co-finance chairman .
Progra m chairmen — Mrs. Cooper E. Taylor, Mrs. Mabel Hudson
AIL and Mrs. s Mildred Hodges.
lir Publicity Chairmen: Ms Loudells P. Darkins and Miss Jim -

See SPEAKER, rase 3

LIFTED UP
His 68-year-old mother said: "I
"felt lifted up. It was just like a
• !burden had been lifted off me. I
am so glad to know he is living
!right on.

Others In the city also feet that
some action will be taken. One
white filling station operator
742marked:
"The days are past when that
sort of thing can be done and gotten away with."
Sho..:y after the search f o
Woods began. Paul Yates, jr., publisher of the Wildwood Echo, put
fila a $500 reward for information
leading to the arrest and convicafter allegedly yelling "Hi Mon of the kidnappers.
And in a
babe" at a white 22•yeer•old i special session last
Wednesday
school teacher. The FBI an- i morning, the
council ldded
nounced Saturday that Woods
$1,000 to the reward money.
had been located alive in An•
Immediately •
ids w a $
dalusia, Ala.
found in Andalusia, Ala., Florida
authors
aid he would be held
, at the Florida State prison in Raiford pending his appearance as a
• witness in case.

In Record Voter
3 Congressmen Return

In the meantime, two white men
' were questioned in connection with
Woods' disappearance
n d flogging.

The Florida sheriff's bureau said
ican democracy, casting v o t es George (Georgia boy) Altman, 25,
which in some areas were dens- who admitted he toot' part in
ive factors in the election.
flossing Woods, was being trans.ainesville,
As in past years, the Negro vote ferred to the „ail at
went to the Democratic party al- "as where ,nother white man,
On Election Day 1951f, more Ne.!though there were some date- Jack Sands. 21. was being held on
gro voters than ever before took lions. especially in northern urban a kidnapping charge,
Altman signed a statement saes
part in the basic process of .Amer-, areas.
There were also some shifts of log Woods was beaten after ha
Negro %oters from traditional Ne- was removed from the jail. and
gro wards. In Chicago, for in- then was release(' He fled to
stance, two predominantly Negro Alabama, with the aid of relatives.
wards. the 2nd and 3rd. showed a He agreed to return to Florida
decrease of 23,569 voters. However l after being questioned by the FBI.
Sheriff's bureau director D o n
i n other wards, Negro voters have
McLeod said Woods would be held
increased.
Thousands of persons in the two at Raiford in prot tive custody
wards have been displaced by Chi- 1 l'until he is needed as a witness
in any case that might come out
l
See RECORD, Page 3
,of the investigation."
Americans went to the polls in
record numbers Tuesday to elect
a President, Senators. U. S. Representatives and thousands of state
and local officials.

The annual Woman's day program will he ohsersed at
First" Baptist church on Lauderdale, Sunday, Nov. fl,
1956.
The guest speaker for 3:00 o'clock will he Mrs...Elizaheth Kennedy Burgess of Nashville, Tenn. Mrs. Burgess
is

1.1 jumped up and shouted foe
joy when those FBI ns.ii told MO
my boy was alive."

The elder Woods added that he
did not '- now whether he wanted
his son to come here or not to
live, but he would be happy if
Jesse could come back.
Asked whether he thought the
white men who kidnapped his son
from the jail would go free as in
the Till case, Woods replied;
believe they are going to come
through this time."

Negroes

Case Of RIDICULOUS Bias

"We must set our task to make
America a true and great democracy, not for one little peorrtr
alone, but for all.
"God brought us here to help
this nation become the abiding
place of freedom. If we fail, this
will become the day of dying for
the Negro in this nation."'
He urged his listeners to learn
how to live with themselves, tot
build up thCir self-respect, to prepare themselscs for "greater responsibilities."
PICK YOUR PARTY
In regard to the national political campaign. Dr Jackson urged
the audience to 'pick your party
and candidate and be loyal to
them."
Mayor Edmund Orgill of Memphis welcomed the noted relig.'
ious leader to Memphis. Other
leaders who joined in greeting him
were Rev. Rce. D. Williams. pastor of First Methodist chinch. and
D . A. D. Foreman. pastor of Temple Baplikt church and moderator of the She:by Baptist Pastors' •
Alliance, along with leaders of 1
MRS. ELIZABETH K. BURGESS Negro Baptist congregations froml

Mother
And
Father

Woods who had been as. fed
for yelling, '"Hi,
Kabc.- at a white
woman, had been
believed dead
and his discovery
in And al usia.
Ala., where he
had fled after the
night time beating.endeda
week's search by
local, state a TI (I
Paul Yates
federal officers.
Jesse's father, MacA.Chur, exclaimed:

I

Rev. Ardrey Accepts
Transfer To Toledo
Rev. William C. Ardrey announced last Sunday In his
congregation at Warner Temple AME Zion church, of 913

Mississippi blvd., that he had accepted transfer to the
Michigan conference, to be stationed at the First Church,
of Toledo, Ohio.

THE PERSON WHOSE HAND
you see in the bottom left of
Ibis photo. presenting the certificate, Was not cut off. It is
a ridiculous ease of diccrimi•
nation on the part of an employer. The Sand holding the
certificate is that of W. W.
Sheffield, supt. of Motor Vehicle Serb ice at 169 E. Vir'
rffre Gaginia
rage, who 'closed to appear

in full view on this picture
with his Nero workers. Sheffield was a‘l,ed by Charles Caplc. 2 member of the Motor
chicle serviie to present the
retirement certificate shown to
Ed Harris (center) who retired recently after flo years of
service. Sheffield said, according to lii. Caple: "No, I
don't want to be on the picture

presenting the certificate to
him. Howe%er. you can take
a picture of this." (he patted
his hip). The matthe rear
ter ended with what is shown.
Meanwhile the white mechanic. pictured rear left and iden•
tilted as .1, C. Abbott, offered
no ohjertios. Left of Mr. Ilarris is Who, E. Withers and
at right is il.irry Hayes.

Rev. Ardrey came to Memphis
in Judy, 1952 from St. Paul church,
in Pittsburgh, Pa. Under his pastorate the present building in
which the congregation is housed
was built in the first year of his
ministry here at the cost of 9100.000.
Rev. Ardrey, who has alsc served for the past year as Boys'
Work secretaiy of the Abe Scharff
YNICA branch, will deliver his
farewell sermon Sunday morning.
Nov. 1 and s will begin his dultes
in Toledo about the first of December.

REV. ARDREY

-11111141arrlernsur
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(Continued From Page 1)

(Continued From Page 1.)
cago's vast slum clearance prolist church, gave special comments
gram.
!RADII MARK
and observations following Dr.
William I. Dawson, congress- Jackson's address.
man from Chicago, led the triumpomp and circumphant return of three Negro con-' Almost kingly
the visit of Dr.
surrounded
stance
gressmen to the U. S. House ofl
Jackson to Memphis. A large wel, November 10! It is an import- Representatives.
coming committee of religious, civant date.
Dawson won handily over Reic and business leaders, white and
I On that day at 8:30 a.m. 100 or publican candidate George L a wwas present at the Grand
Negro,
business
more Negro educators,
rence. although Dawson has been
Station, when he arrived.
Central
and professional men and wom- the target of bitter criticism from
immediately flanked by
was
He
busoutstanding
with
together
en,
Negro leaders, including the N. A.
of the Tennessee Conexecutives
iness and civic leaders will meet A. C. P.
cross-section of out4 a Breakfast at LeMoyne col- The other Negro Congressmen, vention and a
constituting a
citizens,
standing
presis
Price
Hollis
lege of which
Adam Clayton Powell. of N e w reception committee of some 200.
mit J. Blackshirt.
ident, to open the 19.% campaign York and Charles Diggs of Detroit
motorcade of
OTHER WORKERS
of the United Negro College were returned to Congress with A five-block-long
escorts cirB.
Lula
police
by
led
Mrs.
honor,
chairmen:
Music
Fund. Dr. Harry B. Richardson, overwhelming majorities.
cled thru several well•known NeSmitil and Mrs. Valley& Jeffrey. president of Gammon Theological
Powell did not seem to be hurt
I and business se
Dinner chairman: Mrs. Mary B. Seminary will he kernoete speak- by his repudiation of Democratic gro
and thru do
city,
the
of
tions
er.
Church.
presidential candidate Adla: Ste- town Memphis.
B. G. Olive, jr., secretary of Un- venson and his backing of Dwight
Contact chairman: Mrs. Helen
BRING GREETINGS
iversal Life Insurance company, Eisenhower.
P. Matthews. •
At the Friday night program
Arthur
C.
with
Negroes in the South voted in greetings were extended to him by
Activity chairman: Mrs. Ernes- in cooperation
has record numbers despite the activitine Simmons and Mrs. Clara ' Bruce, trustee and chairman,
Dr. E. E. Franklin of Arkansas:
been named co-chairman of the ties of White Citizens Councils, the
Gordan, co-chairman.
Dr. C. T. Epps. pastor of Gospel
Ku Klux Klan and other racist Temple Baptist church in MemRefreshment chairman: Mrs. M. drive.
In accepting the position Mr. groups out to prevent Negro votphis: by Dr. Humes, Dr. C. C.
M. Sims and Mrs. L. E. Harrison,
said: "I know of no more ers from going to the polls.
Olive
co-chairman.
Coleman and Dr. M. 51. Morris of
1
•
important endeavor in which we
s.
r
Mississipi. and by Lt. George W.
M
chairman:
Evangelistic
can engage than the support of gives voted the straight DemocratMaggie Miller and Mrs. Lelia Ber- our private colleges from which ic ticket — a natural result of the Lee of Memphis. Dr. W. Herbert
Brewster, executive secretary of
ry, co-chairman.
so many of our leaders have come one-party system in the Demo-I
the State convention, was general
Decoration: Mrs. Mattie West-1 and to which we must look for cratic South.
host,
Th e
brook and Mrs. Rosa Murrell.
future leadership. It is for this
Even in Texas, Florida and TenMrs. C..! reason that I am glad to head nessee. where heavy Republican PLATFORM GUESTS
Chairmen of Ushers:
acappella State Chorus, unTurner and Mrs. Dorothy Small.1 the United Negro College Fund votes were tallied, most predomiW. HerRev. H. Clark Nabrit is minister.' Campaign for 1956 and prayerfully nantly Negro sections were solid- der the direction of Dr.
Mrs.
by
assisted
bert
Brewster,
in
citizenry
our
of
help
solicit the
ly in the Democratic column.
mufurnished
McKensie,
Bessie
Few, if any, Negro voters went
profanity, prefacing his remarks this worthy cause."
sical background.
former
Andrews,
T.
Coleman
for
SEEK $20,000
with 'N—r.'
Among the platform guests FriCommis"1 was driven to Barksdale staH Assisting him in the capacity of U. S. Internal Revenue
day evening who honored a n d
candidate
presidential
and
sioner,
William
(Bill)
be
will
tion with excessive speed. Lt. lieutenants
officially
States Right ticket, Cole- greeted Dr. Jackson
Hamby reported his reason for Nabors and Utilitus Phillips, both on the
secre4 •
Smith,
Roland
Dr.
were:
man drew his largest vote in Virsession of the annual slate conarresting me. One of the elder active and well known citizens.
tary, National BTU Board; Dr
5-million member organization,
leaders of their denomination.
TENNESSEE BAPTISTS lisginia.
LeMoyne
The leaders of the 1956
vention.
officers asked me: 'What is the
National .
addressed then'. The scene
spearheaded by Dr. J. H.
Southern pressures against Ne- W. Gavden, chairman.
tened intently last Friday eveUnited Negro College Fund Drive
you?'
with
matter
closing
of
the
one
is
shossu
the
T. U. Board; Dr. E. E. Franklin.
of
Jackson, national head
under
special
came
voters
colgro
160,000
ning at Ellis auditorium as
the
from
raise
seek to
"I said nothing.
president, Arkansas State C o nored people of Memphis $20,000. scrutiny by the U. S. Department
and
HaMby
gress: Dr. M M. Morris, presiLt.
to
over.
walked
remove
to
struck
ordered
then
we
was
"I
standing out frcnt and
REPRIMANDS WAITRESS
This amount is less than 10 per of Justice, which had observers in
dent, Mississippi State convention
said:
pockets.
from
my
contents
all
conversation.
in
especially
a
fled,
areas
had
up
many.
southern
children
budthc
operating
all
"Alter
cent of the annual
over
N—r
and C. C. Coleman, Mississippi
smart
a
'There's
"
askHamby
this
Let.
doing
While
MissisI heard Lt. Hamby speaking in ; "Before I finished eating my ice
get of the school. A. Maceo states like Louisia.na and
stalwart Baptist leader.
wants to know if there's ed repeatedly:
camhave
been
there
sippi,
where
Universal
of
president
a high threatening tone. to the cream. Squad 42 had returned to , there who
Walker,
Dr. H. H. Humes. president,
standing in the ,'WEREN'T YOU LUCKY?'
(Continued From Page I.)
waitress. He v•as in the rear por-! assist Lt. Hamby. After the of- any law against
Life Insurance company, w h o paigns against Negro voters.
Stele Convention and
Mississippi
yard.'
The Justice department promis'N—r,don't you know you were heads the initial gifts division of
lion cf the building. Lt. Hamby ficers got the lieutenant's car startHouse
McDonald promised to investi- reprimanded her in abusive man- ed. one of t hem, a sergeant 1; HAMBY THREATENS
don't you know you the campaign believes one fourth ed before the election that it would Chairman Baptist Bath
I iluucckkyy??,
Foreman.
D.
A.
Dr.
commission:
gate the matter."
Mr.
over,"
came
Hamby
"Lt.
ner for permitting the teenagers think. approached.
of the amount required or $5,000 bring action in any instances
Moderator. Shelby County (white)
Following is Mr. Johnson's ver- to dance there to the vendor mu. Johnson said, "and pulled his club,
Ifelthe was trying to get some will be contributed Saturday night. where it found Negroes were beTREATMENT
AT
SHOCKED
Baptist Association: Dr. Roy D.
'
sion of the incident:
a
in
threatening
it
waved
in
election.
the
mg
then
intimidated
sic.
s crude manner SPECIAL DIVISION
justification in his
where I liv- manner.
-On Halloween evening I drove
While it is still too early to gauge Williams, pastor First Methodist
heard him say: `This is Lt. -Ile asked me
for his unnecessary action. To•siA special division of the camthe
of
front
with
the
question
in
his
prefacing
ed,
up. to park
home.'
go
'Let's
said:
He
.
full effect of the Negro vote on (white) Church of Memphis; Hon,
the
—
name
the
spelled
Hamby. He
And, lence him I finally said I was paign will cover sororities and fra
Retssnotis Sundry. on Hunter. H-A-M -B-Y. My number is 55. If ; 'N--r!•'
.
the
in
get
to
Reed
the national level, some observers Edmund Orgill. Mayor of Memhe told Mr.
lucky.'
owned la? William Cox, a teacher I come hack here and find any4)
on
ed
page
(Coint
say that it was less effective than phis:- Dr. C. T. Epps. pastor GosMr. Johnson is a part-time bar- house."
I
requested
I
locked,
"After was
on
at Kansas Street school.
shcp
Barber
45
about
is
who
Friendly
M
Reed,
r.
it could have been because of a pel Temple Batist church, and
at
arrest
ber
body dancing here. I'll
permission to use the phone and
FLEE IN TERROR
i
officer,
years of age could not mistaken was refused.
partisan split among influential Miss Primrose Funches. epresenanyone ifa charge. You might look Defender that this same
tative A. D. Seminary. Dr. W,
"At that time Mr. Cox was hold- up and see ir.e any minute!'
of the race.
members
whose name he couldn't recall, as a teenager.
"However, Mr. Reed contacted
Brewster. presented the
Herbert
ing a party for teenagers to keep -Then he came from the back comes into the shop on Saturdays , On the other hand. Mr. JohnMany Negro leaders, including
my wife. She and several friends
them off the street during the of the sundry tc the front. where to get a shoe shine,
Rep. Powell, supported Eisenhow- speaker.
son, who is 5 feet 6 inches, is dark came down and obtained my reHalloween celebration. The affair
er, after having been staunch Dem- GENERAL COMMIT7'EE
(Continued From Page 1.)
I was waiting to purchase some
Mr. Johnson stated that he is brown hued and very youthful lease.
was being held in the rear por- ic stream.
Names of a General Committee
ocrats for years.
officer recogniz-; in appearance, though 30 years JUDGE RULES
the
certain
quite
cial shot of Miss Taylor which
tion of the sundry store.
for
the Convention, covering pub'.
not
did
their
defections
However,
age.
of
man."
working
ed him as -a
"On Nov. 1, my case came up shows her bleeding from a tem"Noticing there were two police MOTOR TROUBLE
lie
reception and fina
relations,
too
many
to
Negro
influence
seem
"He and two other officers en- -1 was shocked at the manner ASKS A QUESTION
in Judge Beverly Boushe's court. ple. says it has some of the porsquad cars parked in front
and include: Revs. .
given
were
who
support
voters
traditionally
Whenl
me.
said
Johnson
addressed
Mr.
he
which
away.
Continuing,
in
to drive
Lt. Hamby testified that I tripped nographic pictures taken and that
the place, I had to drive about tered their cars
J. Campbell, E. Bates, T. M. Hen.
The two officers, whose names I told this policeman where I liv- "I asked the lieutenant if I was over one of the officer's heel other "unofficial persons" have the Democratic ticket,
two doors down to park
derson, W, C: Jackson. 0, Breckin
standing
by
ordered:
law
the
Car
ed
violating
he
Squad
in
know,
got
and fell and that at no time was copies.
"When I walked back toward the I don't
eridge, L. A. Hamblin, L. H. Almy friend's yard talking He told I mistreated.
away. 14'hen Lt. 'Let's get going.'
It charged further that a numgone into the sundry, without No. 42 and sped
dridge, F. D. Freeman, Mrs. Ella
asked: 'Is there any law me he had gotten a call to in"This testimony was refuted by ber of service station operators bond, has pleaded guilty. The air- Clark Williams, Revs. W. C. Jackcream. I was met by a large Hamby tried !o start his \ ehiele. "I then
friend's
my
by
in
Atty.
who
standing
by
are
rock-throwing
men
trousome
my
represented
vestigate
against
he discovered he had motor
me and my witness.
and others were shown the photos
and shrieking in terror.
son, C. M. Lee, T. 51. Henderson,
•••
yar1•1
teenagers.
"Despite this, and the plea of by personnel of the sheriff's of- Jim Olsen of Orlando, did not ap- J. B. Jones, IV C. Jackson, G. B.
'I learned that Lt. Hambry had ble.
and
turned
a
was
immediately
the
I
pear
not
Court
for
in
Tavares
"He
that
him
ear.
"I
my
assured
toward
Lack
walked
my lawyer, a reputable attorney, fice.
gone into the sundry, without' 'I
Jones. Dr. L. A. Hamblin. treasa teenager, and that I would Judge Bouse imed me $25 and cost "The use of these photos for preliminary hearing. They will be
having been summoned I here. and entered the ard of Mr. James
urer of the Convention, served as
health tests are not cause any trouble.
I on the officer's charge of disor- purposes other than evidence be- tried later.
and chased all the children out. Reed. of 2139 Himter. too doors Pre-marriage
host pastor
states.
?4
in
go
I
home.
was
requireJ
-He
CASE
still
insisted
GROVELAND
Reed
irum the Sundry. Mr
derly conducl
with instruction to go home.
came so flagrant that at least one
; Feeling that my rights were be- PROMISES TO PROBE
Sheriff McCall gained nationperson outside the sheriff's office
ing violated. I was hesitant about, -In interest of my own welfare had some of them reprinted in a wide publicity when he shot two
obeying the order:
and on my own volition. I dis- photo studio," the paper continu- defendants in the famous "Grove.
land Case" while escorting them
BECOMES ABUSIVE
cussed the case with Chief of Po- ed in an editorial.
to court after the Supreme Court
"The lieutenant then became t lice J. C. McDonald on Nov. 3. RESISTED ARREST
very abusive, using vile language. He received me courteously and
In charging the couple with il- had ordered a new trial for them. KNOXVILLE — The Knoxville
Both, Samuel Shepherd and Wai- College Bulldogs, coached by Bob
He ordered me to get in his squad promised to investigate the mat- legal cohabitation. the police said
ter.
that the Negro Airman was beaten te.' Irvin, were under the death Mungen, downed the Morehouse
"When I started toward the
"I am inclined." Mr. Johnson Into unconsciousness because he penalty. McCall shot both men college Tigers 25-19 on Nov. 3 at
three times: Shepherd died instant- Knoxville college's homecoming
car, with hands in pockets, Lt. said, "as a Jesuit of the inter- resisted arrest
Hamby grabbed the back of my view, to feel that Chief McDonald
Since a photo of a girl showed ly, but Irvin survived and now is activities under clear skies are
coat and snatched me to the does not approve of the type of her temple bleeding, the local serving a life sentence.
before a capacity crowd
ground backwards.
behavior exemplified by Lt. Ham- newspaper was concerned about
''He stood o'er me with his club by."
whether she also was struck by
and threatened to 'beat my brains
Mr. Johnson is a member of the sheriff or his deputies.
out.' I knew he was trying to pro- the Missionary Baptist church, a
It pointed out that she was not
voke me into resisting him.
graduate of LeMoyne college and charged with resisting arrest. The
•'I told him :o go ahead and hit is a member of Kappa Alpha Psi paper also wants the governor to
me. I am not goint to resist fraternity.
find out why those pictures were
you. I said.
not safeguarded and why report"He told me to get up and to
One of cvery seven men in the ers are denied the right to see
get in the car.
U S armed forces wears eye- and talk to the girl.
MORE ABUSIVE
glasses,
Miss Taylor who is under $1.000
"My friend, Mr. Reed. in pleading for me, told Lt. Hamby I was
a teacher and would cause no
trouble.
Won The Hearts of Thousands of Kiddies!
'Upon learning this, the lieutenant became even more abusive.
In a loud voice, he used vicious
ton••••••••norra.....

MILK and ICE CREAM

Speaker

Victim

,

Governor

Knox Bulldogs
Down Morehouse

C FULL GLASSES
OF BEER
NO
in fh• new

, SCHLITZ
NO-DEPOSIT, NO-RITURN
GIUARTIR-OALLON BOTTLE!
only

ock
00i • bonl•
two for
Of

IF YOU CAN GIVE A BETTER BOURBON...GIV
The toast of the holidays...wonderfully
smooth,rich, warmhearted Ancient Age,a superb
gift in itA brilliant holiday decanter...yours at
no extra cost.
And to save you time and trouble, Ancient Age
comes ready wrapped in a beautifully designed
gift carton that is free of any sales message. It
can be easily opened'and closed so yo:: can drop in
• • 7i ft-wrap.
a personal card without destroyi
:,11, handAncient Age is also available
some, regular bottle.

ticienlabe houriton
Ky.
Saatudo/Straight Bourbon Whey • Years Old ...SG Pi oof • 'Ancient Age Dist. Co., Frankfort,

MARION'S
180 SOUTH MAIN

SALE
NYLONS
All new
Full Shades
60 Guars
15 Denier
Sizes 81 2 to 11
1.35 Valor,

Asb. 49e
LESTER'S

pair

208 SOUTH MAIN ST.

TOIL

DIAL

DIAL,

1480

(No. 395) 23 inches tall. Miss
Suntan. Take her by the hand.
She walks with you. Head turns
as she walks. This all plastic dot
has moving eyes. Painted las
Picolay dress. Shoes and so
Saran wig that can be washed.
curled and restyled

SCHEDULE

1480

Sunday
Monday — Saturday
5 a.m.-7 — ' Gospel Prince" 6 a. m.-7:30 — Spiritual Moments
7 a. m.-8
— "Hunky Dory" 7:30-8 — Southern Wonders
8-8:30 — Oral Roberts
8:30-9 — "Spiritual Sunbeams" 18:30-8:45 — Religious Reveries
9-9:30 — "Southern Wonders" 8:45-9 — Harmony Voices
9-9:15 — Soul Revivers
9:30-11 — Rev. I. H. :don
9:15-9:30 — Spiritual Consolators
11-11:05 — News
— Christian Fellowship
11:05-1:30 p. m.—"Hunky Dory 9:30-10
10-1005 — News
130-3 p. m.—Rev. I. is.
.10:05-12 noon — 1480 Hit Parade
3-3:05 — News
12-1:30 — Platter Parade
1:30-2 — Meet the Leaders
3,05-5 — "Cane Cole"
1:7.0 — New Shiloh
5-5:05 — News
3:40 — Lane Ave. Baptist
5:05-5:15 — "Cane Cole4:00-4:30 — Jerusalem Baptist
News
5: 15-5 25
4:30-5:25 — Jazz Unlimited
5:25-5:30 -- Prayer for Peace 5:25.3:30 — Prayer for Peace
5:30 — Sign Off
5:30 — Sign Off

C & S FURNITURE CO.
& 2357 Park
"Your NORGE Appliance Dealer"

DESCRIBED BELOW
Made of soft, stuffed body, le.
tee arms, legs and head. Sleeping
eyes, pointed lashes, wig that can
be washed, combed and restyled.
, shoes and sex.
Ninon d ee
Ns. 2 15 inches tall
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EASY CREDIT!

$15.00

THESE DOLLS COME AS

•0?

”Everything For The Home"

3530 Jackson Ave.

ONLY

a/ <rot

C 0 D
ft/II

arnr
W.

,,I

Pay

$4.98

N• 372 18 inches tall $5.49
No 373 20 inches tall $7.98
No. 374 22 inches tall $111.98

tt=iSALE Co.

S

3447 SO. INDIANA AVE.
CHICAGO 16,

Even tome alf„o;dce 414'e a edowet

by 1. Alex

1Do You Want
A Job? Here
Ils Good Lead

Wilson

EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Double Justice Can Boomerang

luke-warm attitude from law enforcement
about a Negro
who rapes a colored woman, or vice
versa, and does not
feel the full weight of the law, can
build up to the ravishnent of any woman,

th../

regardless of
color, we firmly believe,
were rounded Up by detectives.
It is a known fact that poison
The
incident, as it should, heonce removed from a bottle is no
came
front page news for the metrespecter of race or color.
And evil likewise once unleashed and rapolitan press. Alarm had reach permitted to nurture in develop- ed the point whc-.
the police dement by apathy is no respecter of
partment
solicited
aid of both '
the
race or color.
Negro and white in helping to
Let's take a look at the striking
difference in the handling of apprehend the thug, which of
course
two cases of rape here during citizen no fair-minded and decent
would refuse in any such
the past two weeks.
case
During the early morning hours But, the differerte
ejjj. the handof Oct. 21, a hold young man -ling of this cas,
and that of the
with the twisted personality of a ravished
housewife, was as obsex fiend crept thru a window ions as a newly
painted road
whose latch was broken at 255 marker on
a black-top street.
Flynn rd. and raped and robbed
The self-respecting Negro
• a youthful housewife. At no time, immediate action, thoroughwants
acshe said, was she given an op- tion when his wife,
mother, daughportunity to see the thug in her ter or sister is victimized
by a
• dark bedroom, but she did hear criminal, just as
any other citi" him speak. He warned her to zen regardless of color. In
any
fasten the window he entered, criminal case he wants
the guil"when I leave and turn on all ty apprehend
ed and punished t o
• lights."
the full hilt of the law.
The police were notified. Event- The practice
of double justice
ually a representative of the sher- in any given communit
y can result
iff's office showed up and went in an unhealthy
and .dangerous
• thru the routine interview proced- situation, which is unecessary.
RES'. I. H. GontioN
ure. The thug had left a greasy
, hand print on the bedroom door,
• according to the wife and her husband, but the representative from
the sheriff's office aid that a
print could not be lifted from it.
' In so far as we have been able
to ascertain, no report of this asBy LESLIE ,!SIATTHEWS
sault was published in the metrogrIpolitan press: and in so far as we
Television is, we belie‘e, making strides toward the
have been able to ascertain not
Radio station WLOK. which will known voice teacher and lo:inL r- elimination of racial bias. Its pace has been
slow, in fact
one suspect was picked up for increase its power from 1000 to ly taught here in Memphis. His
questioning. The apparent attitude: 5000 watts within the next few nation wide :-eputation as an o•- too, slow, although Nat King Cole now appears weekly
.It's just a Negro taking what he days, announces the acquisition of !'anizer of choirs and singing with his own show. There are Negro actors and masters
:wants from a Negro woman. Why the services of one of America's eroups is well known. lie has t•vo of ceremony capable of working
before the magic lanterns,
!bother?
great spiritual music announcers. sons and a daughter, his dlest
• Nine days later at about 8 p m. Rev. I. H. Gordon, an ordained son, I. H. Gordon, jr.. is a singtr but because of their color are
.a young white girl student at U- minister in the Church of God In with a recording group known as breed to seek other employment. erettes dance team through their
T was brutally beaten, ravished Christ, who joined the WLOK staff the "Spiders".
The old time Mil performers would paces.
'and robbed by a young Negro the services of
Res. Gordon is one of the first not fit, we are told, but there is
one of America's
with a personality twist not one great spiritual music announcers. Negro radio announcers in the
1ff
B
BeI
:white different from the charac- Rev. I. H. Gordon. an ordained U. S. and has been broadca ding a new product on the horizon caGillespie who reopened
Dizzy
"ter who assaulted the Negro minister in the Church of God In
be • v• d pable of handling any theatrical
r o•
Birdland
with his fascinating muItousewife.
J Christ. who joined the WLOK staff on WLOK from 9:30 a. in. til 11 chore. It would be a healthier situ'• The 17-T student, though in a Thursday.
a.m. and from 1:30 p.m. mliii ation all around. This writer be- sic will return .. . Birdland has
daze from the attack, managed
Rev. Gordon was born in New 3 p.m Monday through Saturday. i heves the merchant, consumers, Count Basic on tap ... Will the
to get to her room where she re- Orleans, La. where he attended
and producers would be happier. "Mr. Wonderful" show close after
,vealed what happened to her public schools and graduated w. '..h BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY
'Sammy Davis, jr., leaves Feb.
roommate.
Proof of the popularity of Sugar
honors from high school, fie stielj 23? • Charlie Fuqua and his
Police were called. In less than led at Chicago university and re- Hill barmaid Shirley Wynn was
annual
five Minutes 12 squad cars had ceived his theological training
The
Actors
Negro
Guild
Ink Spots have a date at the
at the terrific turn-out that attended
blocked the hospital area. An all- Union college in Richmond, Va. her birthday anniversary party in benefit originally scheduled for Flamingo in Las
Vegas Nov. 29.
out dragnet was launched.
Houston, Texas.In
•
whete h the Oakland-Bethune fun house. Thursday, Nov. 15, in the Garden . . . "Spick and Span" went back
Police lost no time in finding was the Number 1 spiritual tali The only question we forgot to ask has been postponed to Monday, to Canada ...
Tan mag has an
a suspect who fitted the descrip- sic announcer in the
city, he v..as "Shirley, just how old a r e Jan. 28. Ed Sullivan will super- interesting piece o n Vivienne
Aion given by the girl. This sus- was pastor of the Church ei
vise the show of stars . . Willie Cervantes, the model-sin
God you?"
ger who
greet was released after establish- In Christ of that community.
Bryant who takes over the Apol- embraced religion a la
Joyce Brying a satisfactory alibi. Within the , VOICE TEACHER
The mouth of the Amazon river lo theater with his own revue is ant . . . Pearl Bailey, currently
next 12 hours at least 14 suspects Rev. Gordon is a nationally
trying to get Laura "R' Wanda" at the Apollo theater, is
is 180 miles wide.
the 'most.'
Lewis for his orchid room in the
Bronx Red Mill cafe . . . Dinah
Washington, now in Atlanta, Ga.,
Louis Armstrong, his band, Phil
will appear at Basin Street, Nov.
16 and 17 . .. K Hibbler's at the Silvers and Julie Andrews have
u•chid room in Xansas City, been booked for the Nov. 11 Ed
Mo., until Nov. 20- . . Billie Sullivan show . . . Jazz at BirdHoliday who will give two perform- land will be aired each Sunday
:glees at Carnegie hall Saturday, over CBS ... Mahalia Jackson's
igospel singing over C3S - TV
Nov. 10, will appear on Steve Allen's "Tonight" Friday, Nov. 9 .. I last Sunday morning was thrillLeigh Whipper and Ruth Attaway ing to hear ... Piano genius Erhave roles in the Cunning and the roll Garner's at Ridgecrest Inn,
Haunted" which was filmed.in Sa- ; Rochester, N. Y. .. Rev. Gardner Calvin Taylor of Brooklyn's
vannah, Ga. . . Charles Atkins
of Atkins and Coles put the Dy- Concord Baptist church gave his
views on religion Sunday morning
over WCBS-TV on "The Way To
Go" show. Any record poll without
Elivis Presley's name is a farce.

Rev. L H. Gorden Joirs
Staff OfStation WLOK

STARDUST BEAT

NASHVILLE — Public Employment offices throughout the state
are looking for tenants, sharecroppers and dairymen it was reported last week by Don McSween,
commissioner of Employment Se•
curity.
He also reported a demand for ,
colored tractor drivers and for,
workers in the vegetable and citrus crops of Florida.
"Family men with farm backREPEATS OATH — Marine
Lt. Col. 0. F. Peatross, upon
ground, who are dissatisfied with
Pvt. Kenneth E. Faulkner, son
enlisting in the Regular Mathe high cost of living in cities,"
of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
rine Corps. Pvt. Faulkner
he said. "may find the very place
Faulkner, of 609 Cedar st.,
comnleted Marine training as
they are looking for on farms of
London. Tenn., is shown rea reservist on Oct. IS at Parthe state.
peating the oath of allegienee
ris Island, S. C. and joined the
'FREE HOUSES'
after his battalion commander.
regulias on the same day.
"Most of the farm jebs." he
stated, "provide free houses, garden space, fuel, water and many
other advantages such as easy access to schools, churches a n d
stores."
The commissioner said there is
still a heavy demand for scientific and prcfessional men a n d
Tennessee State university's' trends. Extra-curricular activities
women, especially in the engineer- home Economics club proved were provided for with the.standing. chemical and technical field.; that every co-ed can turn out to by Bermuda shorts and blazer and
with openings in this and other be a fashion major, if she sews iersey turtleneck shirt. Suits for
states.
her own wardrobe.
town favor, the wrap-around dorm
Applicants may obtain full inforFourteen Home Ec Club mem- robe for study or lounging, and for
mation at local offices of the agen- bers "modeled" the point with , the important "Late Day Majors"
cy.
the "Fashion Major" show of new there was an array of glamour
Simplicity Pattern styles before fashions including the most versaTOP SECRET
the student body. The show of tile and probably the most useMarc Crawford and his Mrs. on clothes for college life, while plan- ful dress in the co-ed's closet.
the quiet side but some feel his ned for clothing students, was! the black sheath.
mission here was top secret. • . made up of styles that are easy
Mrs. Mary H. Greer, alub adBelated happy birthday to a gen- to sew and could be made by viser and home econonike facultle man named Bill. Most of Count other students as well.
ty member, directed the showBasie's bandmen back in the states WIDE SELECTION
ing.
with the new fangled sweaters The fifteen fashions
Among the models were Memin the wardfrom different places.
robe take care of a major part of phians Annie McGhee, Rose
1 a co-ed's clothing needs. from ' Thomas, Ruthie Johnson,
- —
DeThe human face is made up of campus separates to dale dresses, Verne
. Johnson and Carol Jamie
It bones exclusive of the teeth
:0! foltnwinl
the new fa :!tion son.

Co-Eds Get Tips On
To Sew Own Wardrobe

Feed your baby

CARNATION

Back

America's
"healthy baby" milk!
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Double justice in the apprehension
and punishment
of criminals contributes to
rather than prevents crime. A

.

.
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Postponed

Star Studded Show

SEE THE NEW 1957

PLYMOUTH
At

ALIT LI BILE
SALES COMPANY

Conscientious Worker

is'

THE NEW
1957 Plymouth Is Styled For
The Years Ahead
COME IN AND SEE MANAGER WASHBURN,
YOUR COLORED SALES MANAGER
FOR BEST DEALS IN TOWN

p109 UNION

Phone JA. 3-1381

Tyrone Washington, Columbia,S.C.,a winner in the Carnation Hometown 1181fhy
BabyConfed

8 OUT OF 10 MOTHERS who feed their
babies a Carnation formula say,"My
doctor recommended it." Your own
doctor knows Carnation,too...knows
it's the world's most nourishing

form of milk for your baby's bottle.
The safest and most digestible. Yes,
mother...you can put your trust in
Carnation. It's the milk of healthy
babies everywhere!

BEST BRAND FOR
YOUR COOKING
AND COFFEE, TOO!

CITYWIDE
T.V. SERVICE
Ph. GL. 8-1252

AUTOMOBILE
SALES COMPANY
"Your Value Headquarters For Forty Years"

'della Kohke who heads the Negro Actors Guild sick committee
is a persevering worker ... Allan
McWilliam is back in town after
touring with Louis Armstrong and
Rose Murphy. . . Pianist Sam
Price's at Neapolitan City . . .
Jack Hammer, M. C. at Baby
Grand holding down the fort for
vacationing Nipsy Russell, is
making a lot of friends . . . Capitol theater has MGM's "The Opposite Sex" sheduled for Thursday, Nov. 15 . . . The PhillipsForte dancers will hold their annual affair at Hitel Didlomat
Nov. 30 . . . As usual the Will
, Mastin trio with Sammy Davis,
jr., was sensational Sunday on the
! Ray Bolger TV show ... Marcel
Grandjany, the harpist, will be represented by Cosmetto Artists ...
Color mag gets into the rock n'
roll with "Is There Too Much
Rock 'N Roll in Religion?" . .
Busy Sammy Davis, jr., and Joe
Louis appeared on NBC's "Tic Tac
Dough" quiz show.

Day - Nite & Sunday

SETTER-BLENDING Carnation
gives you smooth results every
time...in every recipe that
calls for milk.

E-Z TERMS ON PIX
TUBES AND REPAIR
BILLS

Get some NOW

at your dealers
Ofeitt SIIWIMO CO • IMC
10t1 ,1V
• .• tlIC••

CREAMY-RICH Carnation
"creams" coffee,fruits and
cereals to perfection. Carnation
is the rich milk that whips.
too! Get several cans today!

Fug Gloms of Boor

wok

ILK
"from
Contented
Cows"
!WPM.

MILK
-
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EVAPORATED

MUM
T00Af

World's Leading Brand of Evaporated Milk
•
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will hold regular services Sunday.
COLUMBUS IMPTLST
Homecoming Day was observed Beginning the day will be P. J.
at the Columbus Baptist church, Nelson. He will conduct the Sunlast Sunday. An out-of-town speak- day school at 9:30 a.m.
er, Dr. A. Harrison Banks of
The pastor. Rev. R. W. Norss
Cleveland, Ohio, was guest. Col- worthy, will officiate during the
umbus' senior choir provided the morning worship at 11 a.m. Corn.
music. Isiah Lemoes was general bined choirs will render the music. KEY DEMO FIGURES —Mrs.
ment of a grass-roots Negro
chairman.
Edith Sampson (center) world
sponsored by the Democrat
has
The Baptist Training I.
Sunworship,
of
house
the
At
former alternate delegate to
been set for 6:30 p.m. Mrs. R.
t'ommittee of Memphis and
day, services will be regular. P. W. Norsworthy is the directress.
the U. N., delivered an inspirShelby county. The group is
Bumpus will conduct the Sunday
ing address at the Democrat
Devotion and a sermon will be
beaded by Dr. J. E. Walker,
school at 9:30 a.m. The morning held at 7:30 p.m.
rally, at Clayborn Temple last
shown at left. Judson McKelworship commences at 11 a.m.
Friday evening. The rally,
lar, nephew of former Senastirring sermon by the pastor, BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
which was held to stimulate
tor McKellar introduced Mrs.
The
Goodfellows
Bethlehem
of
be
will
Campbell,
Rev. A. E.
more interest in the developSampson to t h a audience.
Baptist church will present a probeard.
gram
at
is
3
being
p.m.
It
sponconwill
Union
Training
Baptist
vene at 6:30 p.m. Evening serv- sored by Jessie Ellis.
Sunday school will be under the
ice will be held at 7:30.
supervision of B. H. Holman at
NEW TYLER AME
Two dynamic messages w III 9:30 a.m. There will be a sermon
spotlight Sunday's worship at New at 11 a.m.
Tyler AME church. Delivering
The Baptist Training I' n i o'n
them at 11 a.m., and 7:30 P.m., convenes at es:30 p.m. Evening serwill be the pastor, Rev. H. W. Hen- vice will be held at 8.
ning. The senior and No. 2 choirs
Rev. J. R. Hibbs is the pastor. I
will furnish the music.
ST. JUDE BAPTIST
Sunday school at 9:30 a.m., will
be under the supervision of Mrs. 1 Sunday is Appreciation Day for
'Alma Bowen and Professor Isiah the assistant pastor and wife.
Rev. and Mrs. A. H. Charles, at Rev. C. Thomas Paige, President been those men who were popuGoodrich.
Baptist Indutrial College A n d lar but those men who were will
Miss J. Flowers will be in chargel the St. Jude Baptist church.
of the ACE League at 5:30 p.m. Speaking at the morning worship Seminary. Hernando, Mississippi to, dedicate themselves to a
And again, the devil taketh worthwhile cause.
Rev. Henning will attend t h e hour at 11 a.m., will be Rev. G.
him up into a high mountain and
Life in the fullest extend is not
Annual AME Conference w hich, F. Hammond.
convenes Nov. 4 at the St. James
The principal address at 3 p.m. sheweth Him all the kingdoms a matter of being popular but a
AME church. The Conference will will be delivered by the assist- of the world, and the glory of matter of doing a job well. Popuclose on Sunday. Nov. 18. New ant pastor, of Mt. Sinai Baptist them; And saith unto Him, All larity is something that lasts only
appointments NS In be made on the church. Rev. Butler. St. Jude's these things still I give Thee. If for a season. Today everyone is
Thou will fall down and worship going crazy about Elvis Presley,
closing day.
Senior choir will provide music.
me."
but what will they be saying
MT. MORLAH BAPTIST
The Sunday school will be held
next year this time. The years
The Mt. Moriah congregation at 930 a.m. At 6
Now
we
the
come
t
hird
to
p.m., the Baptist
have always had their popular
people,
group
those
of
who
are
Training Union begins.
power crazy. The devil knew that people but they have only lastThe usual service will be held at
such people existed. He assumed ' ed for the sears. Many times
8 p.m.
that Jesus was no exception. in refusing the hand of ,...pularity
General chairman of Apprecia- He felt that 'if the right price larity we lay down for ourselves
tion Day is Amos Fleming.
were offered' Jesus could be a popularity that will bring us a
'
(Continued from page 2)
bought. Sometime ago I heard a lasting life in the sight of God
ternities. Mrs. Johnetta Walker
man say, "Any man can be and our fellowman.
Kelso who heads this division will
bought if the right price is offer- CAN'T DO ALL THLNGS
seek the cooperation of officials of
ed."
Life is not designed that we
such organizations in behalf of the 11
But here we see a concrete ex- can be all things to all people
campaign. Many members of ,
ample that it does not always and expect to last. Jesus never
Greek letter societies are here in '
work. Every man does not have would have been the Jesus we
Memphis. Most of them are —gIada price on his head. The man in know now if He had fallen prey
uates from one of the other of the
world who have made the to any of these temptaticns. In a
this
31 colleges representing the Unitlargest contributions have been like manner we never can be the
ed Negro College Fund organized ,
mut** Sam Wyk. Dwoo
men who couli not be bought. The types of people God would have
by Dr. F. D. Patterson. former
tragic
thing about many of our us be if our lives are going to
and her staff
president of Tuskegee Institute. It
leaders is that merely by waving be filled with falling prey to tem'
Is expected that they will both
a little gold or social prestige be- tation 'after temptation.
work and give liberally in order
fore them you can have them.
Life demands that somewhere
that the drive will be completed
down the line we draw the line and
DEVIL'S TERMS
in the shortest possible time.
Sunday
The initial gifts division will morning
Jesus was interested in estab- say. "This is my stopping point.consist of four teams each having breakfast
lishing a kingdom but not on the Jesus did just that and in a like
calla for
an indefinite number of members. something
devil's terms. Likewise we must manner we too must act in a like
Captains are Jesse H. Turn.. •, extra.speeial
be willing to do the things that manner in the face of temptations
Pt04111141 Scott
cashier of Tri-State Bank: John at rny house
are right but not on everyone's and grow in stature and likeness
A. Olive. clerk at Universal Life: Coffee cake tops the list of fa
terms. We must be willing to make of God. Then and only then will ,
vorites. One I especially like is
A. K. Smith, dentist, and J. D. Quick
our
contributions to our day and life be meaningful for all of us.
Caramel Coffee Cake —
Springer, principal of Douglass made with Carnation Evapo- time but not on the terms ofHigh school.
rated Milk. Carnation makes it
certain falicies involved when we
WINTERIZE YOUR
so rich and tender.and Carnation
SOLICITATION TEAMS
set up our personal goals in terms
GARDEN TOOLS
Teams for general solicitation has special blending qualities , of everyone's thinking.
foe all your cooking and baking,
will be headed thus: Labor. Hen- Do try this breakfast
What you might deem Importtreat next
ry White; Hotels, Wilbur Stockton: Sunday for sure.
ant may not be important in the
Hospitals. Cap. L. A. Thigpen. jr.:
sight of your co-sponsors. Your
Postal employees, T. R. McLe- QUICX CARAM11. COPIret CMC't
sense of values, your sense of
Makes 6 • 8 servings)
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Somewhere clown the is ay we them next spring, if you clean
Many of the colleges included
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must
draw the line. There must :them and protect them against
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rust before storing them for the
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be
imperatives
in each of our wintsare in this area. Among those that
lives.
In each of our lives there • Stafs tne cleaning with soapy
1011 benefit from the Fund are Place melted butter in 8x8 x2'
baking pan. Spread brown sugar, must be a stopping point. Yes. : water and a bristle brush, Then, if
Fisk, Knoxville, Tougaloo. Lane. raisins and
nuts over butte r.Sift
I want to buy a home but 'the tools are already rusted, use a
Pillard. Talladega. Tuskegee, Phi- flour, baking powder, salt. cin- not
on your terms, I want to mar- wire brush to remove the loose
rust. Rust that remains can be dislander Smith. Morehouse. :;pel- namon and sugar into bowl Beat
ry
but
not on any terms. I want solved with a rust
man, Morris Brown. Atlanta uni- together Carnation. water, egg
remover such as
to
be
somebody
'but
and
not on the, ammonium citrate which you can
versity and Gammon Theological dry melted shortening. Add to
ingredients. Stir until corn- terms of every "Tom. Dick and buy at the drug store.
Seminary.
bined about .15 strokes) Drop
Harry' I meet in the streets. . A light film of 3-In-One Oil will
Members of the General COM- dough by spoonfuls over brown
*prevent
during the winter.
And
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feel
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far
too
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to
30
will spray the tools
minutes
heretofore been mentioned are: J. or until
us are willing to move ahead at with a thin, even film, You won't
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have
to
mess
with
oily rags.
any terms only to learn that after,
den and T. J. Johnson. publicity
we will have gone up the road • To save wear and tear on your
•hands when you use the tsols
director.
a piece it •Nill not fit in the pat- again, go over the wooden
handles
tern of good behavior. Many peo- for splinters, cracks and rough
ple daily commit crimes to live spots. Splinters can be cut away
and the space built up with Plastic
FULL GLASSES,OF BLLF
within the grt.ces of society.
Wood. Plastic Wood can also be
.iri the now
Many people daily do things that. used to fill cracks. Rnagh spots can
are counter to their better judge- be smoothed by sanding.
ment because they want to he
n co-demosit, n
rn
popular. But being popular is not
HEEDED SUB-DEALERS
quartee-go 11 on belie
life's chief goal. Men must live
Make Up To $100 A Week
In Your Spate T.nsa At Horn• 5,
over and above the mere fact
le• Experience Necessary
Profitable
of being popular. History will reMoney Making glom FREE DETAILS
veal that many of the men who
CHRISTO MARTIN
He 6225 SO LOONIS SLYD
Nationally Known! Highly Recommended! made the noblest contributions to
DEPT 2C
CHICAGO 36, ILL
Adviser • Born With Power our day and generation h: • not
Life Reader
Tells you any and everything you wish to
know without asking any questions. Gives
you name of friends and enemies. Gives
'true and never foiling advice on all affairs
of life. If worried, troubled or in doubt consult this psychic at once. I do not call
at your home.
The Wonder Lady of Miami, Flo., Now Comes To
Memphis,Tenn , For The First Time.
I CAN AND WILL HELP YOU!
Don't Be Discouraged if you have failed to find help! I do
what others claim to do! Remember-1 am a TRUE LIFE
BUY NAME BRANDS OF HOME FURNISHINGS
READER—BORN WITH POWER! I do not ask you to write
your name or any question on paper.
Trade In Your Old
NO ONE IN TROUBLE TURNED AWAY1
Furniture & Appliances
Come with or without money — Daily and Sunday
Open 10 A.M. to i P M.
I AM LICENSED AND REGISTERED IN FLORIDA
KNOW YOUR ABC's
ALSO STATE OF TENNESSEE AND SHELBY COUN
. Always the best in merchandise
TY — U FARRAN SHAW.
. . Biggest trades in town
Prruett and Confidential Reeding'
. . Choice of style, fabrics and colors available
Fo'r oppoirttrnent phen• WH 2-1719
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'EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE, ALL AROUND TH
TOWN... THE STORES THAT GIVE YOU
UAUTY STAMPS, WILL KEEP THE
PRICES DOWN!"

GET IT NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS..BETTY
THE BRIDE DOLL

COOKING
HINTS

riN- w 5

•

consider the case of the 111-yeare
old Chinese student.
The depledging occurred a week
EVANSTON, Ill. — (INS; —The moss.
ohiLh the AAUP stands
when Jack Legeschulte, presago
Northwestern University chapter
"Recognizing our responsibility
"The Northwestern chapter of
Psi Upsilon, asked young
of the Association of University the American Association of Uni- as teachers and as citizens in thes ident of
resign for the so-called
to
Wu
Professors has condemned the act- versity Professors wishes to state, academic community, we desire to
"good of the house.' its position on the recent action of make
ion of Psi Upsilon fraternity in
known publicly that this
Legeschul. • ,-,plained that some
pledging a student because he is rsi Upsilon in depledging Sherman, action is not representative of the
freshmen had declined to join the
Chinese.
wish
climate of opinion which we
Wu on grounds of race.
fraternity because they objected to
The student involved is Sherman
"We consider this action deplor- to see at Northestern university." the membership of the Chinese
Interfraterni
y
Wu, son of K. C. Wu, former Chi- able because it is completely con- Northwestern's
student.
nese nationalist governor of For- trary ts the democratic ideals for Council alreadythas agreed to reamp"

Yes Madame,
With the controversy of elections over don't let any one get
you into one over flour. Remember these facts. Use a good
grade of blended flour in your
baking and that Jack Sprat is
the best grade of blended flour.
The fact remains you had better stick to Jack Sprat if you
want your loved ones to have
those extra vitamins that Jack
Sprat enriched wheat flour
alone can supply.
Jack Sprat is always anxious to
help you stretch your dollar
and still have those succulent
breath-taking meals. So try
this recipe using that left over
fowl in a
Roll.

Delicious Chicken

3 cups sifted .Tack Sprat flour
1 teaspoon of salt
3 level tablespoons of baking
powder
5 tablespoons of shortening
1 cup of water
Sift dry ingredients into mixing bowl, blend in shortening
a n d mix to dough is i t h
liquid. Rolf on pastry board to
one-quarter inch thick and
spread with chicken filling
(given helms) Roll as for Jelly.
roll, place on well buttered and
floured pan and bake in moderate oven for 35 minutes. Serve
with tomato, creole or mushroom sauce.

Approx. 30" Tall
I Soft All-Rubber Body
• Soft Life-like Vinyl Head
• ROOTED HAIR—cannot be pulled oiWash it! Comb it! Brush it! Curl it!

••
JANA C. PORTER
PREPARED FILLING
Mince the giblets fine and pick
meat from neck and carcass of
fowl, putting the skin through
the food chopper. Place in bowl
and add:
2 grated onions
1 green pepper. minced fine
4 tablespoons of finely chopped parsley
Is cup of bacon diced and 11
nicely browned
1 teaspoon of white pepper
Mix thoroughly and spread as
directed upon the dough. So
good served with stringbeans.
cote slaw, peaches with cream
and muffins,
Luck with our leftovers.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter

UNBREAKABLE from HEAD to TOE!
Complete with ... SATIN BRIDAL GOWN
with NYLON NET & LACE, VEIL, PEARL
BOUQUET,
FINISHED TIARA, BRIDAL

• MORE MID-SOUTH FIRMS
GIVE QUALITY STAMPS
• MORE MID-SOUTH FAMILIES
SAVE QUALITY STAMPS
• ONLY 1200 STAMPS
TO FILL A BOOK

PANTIES & SHOES.

There Is Fine Entertainment Carried On Wings Of Radio

AMERICAN PALMIST

s

GIANT
Trade In Fair
November 1-15

220 W. BROOKS RD., MEMPHIS, TENN.
Dr. Walker Soh-Desisien Shopping Center
Celotod vetoes TAP tak• advantage *4 21Ic tai, lar• by 4.1.ne Chelsea
mere'. en. 12 le Mallory: then take tett ask your
te tak• you to
ViS West Brooks Rd. If driving take South Florida Street ey South 3rd to
Illwatts Rd.. turn West, also the wain, Su. en South 3rd 111 Do not mila....
.
tV
.ott• detrital.

ADVANCE FURNITURE COMPANY
906 Vance Avenue

Phone JA. 5-5641

•
EVERY SATURDAY morning the Big Star Food Stores broadcast
to a huge Mid-South audience a gala line-up of excellent entertainers o'er WMA, giving opportunity to Mid -South talents to
present its youthful hest. An unending parade of young stars come
to the Big Star microphone of WDIA. It is obvious that these
young stars today will make big stars of tomorrow.

Aallitiota
If you have an% talent that
can lend itself to radio,
YDll
are cordially invited to contact
WDIA for an audition try-out to appear on a future Big Star Show,
The Big Star program is heard
each Saturday morning at 11:30.
Left to right: Johnnie Ann Ford.
Geraldine Stay, Claretha Harrison,
Melba Watson and Cynthia
Montgomery,

•
•
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PENNY
FOR ONLY A PENNY, National supplies you with more nationally
advertised brands
and lowest possible prices than any other food store. FOR ONLY
A PENN). National supplies you fresh daily the finest fruits and vegetables from all over
America and the world.
FOR ONLY A PENNY, National provides you the most modern in
self service meat markets and the most modern cutting, trimming, and refrigeration facilities
that offer
ti
more and better meat for your money. FOR ONLY A PENNY,
National serves millions
of your fellow Americans. Ask any of the satisfied
National Food Stores customers and
,vou will discover that they know that at National their
pennies make "sense."

•

GROUND BEEF

with
coupon

1 11

Wilson, Certified, Tender

Fresh & Lean, Boston Butts

TURKEYS Hi 49c
PORK ROAST 39c SUGAR CURED HAMS
SHRIMP 5u$2.891‘ 59c
FISH CAKES 2 49c
Nq FEET h 10c
BONES 13c
69c
WAITING
BACON SKINS 10c

Ground Beef Coupon

Lb.

::
1
Oelf1

4 FishErmen

S-Oz.
Pkg.

ionomically Priced

•

Lb.

Li;.

Butt Portion
Whole or
Lb.

Shank
Portion
Lb.

SHORTENING

3 Can 69C

\

Ruby Red

Full
Pound
in
Quarters
with
Coupon

Lb.

TISSUE

""s 25c

•

2
Stokely

Hillside
DOZEN

CARROTS

For a cool weather meal, Van Camp

3

14.0i.
Btl.
19e

WE GIVE 'f

No. 303
Can

MINCEMEAT
SALAD oli.

25c

p.„,

Inn

8 Ct.

Comtock PumpHo

Sc

46.0z.
Can

Lb.

No. 300
Cans

17-°z*

99c
25c

"
621:0 35c

Box

i
CRACK
oliBe
i
l eC
D
ERS

1-Lb.

•

1.Lb.
Vac.
Can

No. 300
Can

33c
43c
\66iikg"
LIPTON TEA 1-ckz. 39c
CHUNK TUNANtaii:z 21c
LIPTON TEA BAGS
PIE MIX
27c
(,eor

American
Deluxe
Regular
or
Drip

K

12.0z.

CORN
CANS

flue Whiu'

,GREEN
STAN'PS

COFFEE

TOMATO JUICE
AND BEANS 3

Puffin, Pillsbury or Ballard

•

Bag 1OC

Delicious Appetizer, Stokely

15c
25c
39c
BISCUITS 2

APPLE SAUCE
CHILI CON CARNE
TAMALES
2
Van Camp, with beans

Lb.

With the
Purchase of
I Dozen
Hillside Eggs

This Coupon and ONE CENT Entitles Bearer
to Purchase One Pound Top Taste Margarine with the Purchase of 1 Dozen Hillside
Eggs at 43c Dozen.

AI Aft

Qt.

Stokely

5

USE THIS COUPON!!

35
'
TOMATO CATSUP
Btls.

•

FRESH
EGGS

GRAPEFRUIT
c Each

C

The Gentte Bleach

PUREX BLEACH

?J1

I I)

MARGARINE

Humko

TOILET

FOR ONLY A PENNY (Ic) this coupon
entitles you to 1 full pound of Ground
Beef with the purchase of 3 pounds
Ground Beef at our regular price or 4
lbs. lot $1.01. This coupon is good only
in the Memphis and Shelby County
)?Stores.
Oiler e\pires Saturdat. Nov. 10.
'
ArMsErtrgm.turviffMi.ROVYZEIZEMMe
.
,.,

Sliced
Ham
Lb.

39c 49c 89c

Nr:iipttrs17

'iTr

qftairtULTIMXIMentiluirLic

19c

SOAP FLAKES !z

10c

MONTESI

NATIONAL
FOOD STORES

OLEOMARGARINE 111). 29c

b(iG FOOD

2

I G-07.
('an

25c

LIQUID DETERGENT 34c
iiiiijOBIIRY SOAP 4na,-29c

Ili

59c

Atl‘f rtised—
Pre*. elle
P
in
Memphis and Shelby County
Stores only.
Nsv. 9-14.

se
'
its.3

-Tar
lifj
v 1
c fil

!..-.:i.:,-. Ai: ii7

It °ten Pies. Cherry & Apple

PET RITZ PIES

Can

19c
15c

wit GIVI

N

CRUM STAMPS

SERVING YOU BETTER

SAVING YOU MOIP

where MERCY
is COLORBLIND

Dear Mme. Chante: I'm in my jr., 200 N.E. 2nd st., Oklahoma
20's considered to be a nice look- City 4, Okla.
s ••
ing guy, of good character and
Dear Mme. Chanter I am a womhave a good education, but Chicago isn't my home. In the short an in my forties and would like to
time I've been here I've friled to meet a man between the ages of
meet a true friend. I would like 45 and 55, who enjoys church. I
to become acquainted with a sin- am 43 years of age, 5 ft. tall,
cere girl between the ages of 18- weigh 150 pounds and a church
28, who can change a guy's lonely worker. I am light brown skin, (Reprinted from The Ave Maria)
and that the curtain separating the the tools with which to labor ef- eration neglected to tell his mother
and bleak life and who wants with a pleasing personality. I
Catholic Home Weekly
is made of aarsh, unyielding fectively." After a long struggle to what to expect. When she encountwo
something out of life. Tyron Costa, promise to answer all letters and
stuff.
By
obtain the knowledge and skills of tered integration in action she imChicago,
111.
exchange
photos.
WashingRosie
st.,
60th
E.
369
BERNADETTE & ROBERT HOYT
The Negro in Kansas City, as modern medical practice, he could mediately stiffened, and for a
* *•
ton, 5426 University ave., Chicago,
When 16. Maryknoll Sisters open- elsewhere in the U. S. has his not hope to maintain them — he week she spread discomfort and
j—now is the time for all men to 111.
ed the doors of a small general "place". His role as an inferior, had to choose between a lifetime strain whenever she entered the
Dear Mme. Chante: 1 am a Jahospital in Kansas City, Mo., last an outcast, is institutionalized — of frustration and moving to an- hospital.
Dear Mme. Chanter I am a
maican woman, and am now seekyear, they considered their new there is a Negro newspaper, a Ne- other community. The latter choice
But — and here is the point — at
Christian
woman,
24
years
of
age,
ing help in finding pen pals, who
project as much a missionary work gro radio station, even a "Negro was almost forced on him — and the end of that week the woman
are looking for companionship. I 5 ft. 6 and weigh 130 pounds, with as any they might launch in for- Chamber of Commerce of Great- yet he knew how profoundly his
had learned something she might
am 34 years of age, 5 ft. 3 inches a liberal education. I would like eign lands. For they proposed er Kansas City."
skill and leadership were needed never have known otherwise. She
correspond
to
with a God minded
tall, weigh 158 pounds with a brown
Protestant churches for Negroes in his own city.
to introduce a basic Christian idea
demonstrated her new-found w i sskin complexion. I promise to man, who wants the best out of into local hospital practice, an idea have the word "African" grafted
Archbishop O'Hara's response to dom by apologizing to the Sisters
enclose
life.
Please
photo
in
first
answer all letters and exchange
they knew would appear as an into their names: No color mix for the two doctors who called on him for having failed to live up to the
photos. Miss Gwendolyn White, letter and I will do likewise.
alien novelty in the city that calls Christianity,
must have surprised them. For he high standards of Christianity ev.
Mountain Rd., Old Marbour P.O. listter and I will do likewise. Helen itself "the Heart of America."
In our own neighborhood recent- rejected the idea of a "Negro Cath- ident all around her.
Neumyer,
M.
1068 University P.O.
Jamaica, B.W.I.
Putting it brie,ly. Queen of the ly a mass meeting was called to olic hospital" but agreed to help "The
healthiest sign." reflected
Des Moines. Iowa.
• *•
World hospital planned to ignore fight a proposed "open occupan- launch a community campaign for Dr.
James O'Malley, "is that the
Dear Mme. Chanter I am 23
the color line — this in s city with cy" real estate development near- a new general hospital which would
hospital is accepted among t h e
years of age, light color, 5 ft. 4
a high degree of race conscious- by. A city councilman who told the be non-segregated. Such a hospidoctors. Kansas City can be proud
Inches tall and weigh 120 pounds.
ness. It was a bombshell of an people that in this country "you tal might help to heal a spiritual
of it.
I would like to correspond with a
idea. It has been exploding ever can't make laws telling people disease worse than any bodily
"We have now the most outnice, intelligent gentleman who is
since. and by now it has blown to where they can jive" was shouted sickness.
standing staff in Kansas City,
interested in marriage and not a
bits the notion that integration down. So was a Negro woman
Jewish, Christian,
As it happened, the doctors' ap- comprising
Chicagoan. If not serious please do
won't work in hospitals.
reporter who tried to reason with
peal coincided with a declining white and Negro doctors," he renot write. as I promise to answer
As Sister Madeline Maria, assist- the creod.
need for the types of service be- ported. "The top surgeons and
all letters and exchange photos.
ant administrator, explains it, the
In the field of medical care, unprovided at an already exist- physicians are Board members.
ing
Miss Thelma Williams, 5719 IngleMaryknoll nuns draw only one line til last year. segreeatinn meant
DENVER — Charles Simmons,
ing institution which housed St. I am enthusiastic about the work
side ave., Chicago 15, Ill.
their
hospital:
doctor
fe'r
No
is
something more—or rather, somejr . outstanding young Denverite,
Vincent's Maternity hospital and because it represents a chance for
• s
recently became the first Negro admitted to the staff without a rec- thing less — than merely a sep- St. anthony's Infants' Home. It Negro doctors. They don't want
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 31
commander of an area compris- ord of the highest standards of arate set of facilities.
was decided to relocate the infants' any special privileges. They want
years of age, weigh 145 pounds. 5
As the late Archbishop Edwin home and convert St. Vincent's a place where they can do high
ing the world's largest American medical practice. But there is no
ft. 8 inches tall, with a pleasing
color line
V. O'Hara told the worshippers at into a new general hospital to be caliber work."
Legion Post.
personality. I would like to cor"No other hospital in the U. S. a Labor Day Mass in 1953, metroSininions, who has been active
named "Queen of the World" in
The Maryknoll nuns make it
respond with a young lady between
in the American Legion here for is attempting integration as is the politan Kansas City simply did honor of Mary.
more than clear that they are dethe ages of 40 to 45, weighing from
Queen
World
of
the
hospital
in
not have -an accredited and propthe past 10 years, became comBut the Daughters of Charity, termined to provide just such a
150.200 pounds. She must have a
mander of District No. 6, Depart- Kansas City." concluded graduate erly equipped general hospital to who direetid the 'maternity hospi- place. They talk about medical
serious mind ana want the best
sociology
students
from
the
Uniwhich a Negro doctgr can take a tal, did
ment of Colorado, on Oct. 11.
not have enough adequate- standards far more than they do
out of life. Please enclose photo
IN SURGERY, Negro and
The authorization came following versity of Chicago after a week of private patient for care."
side at Queen of the Morld
ly
trained
Sisters to staff an ex- about integration, for they have
In first letter and I will do likewhite doctors work side by
hospital in Kansas City, Mo.
The Archbishop's address — la- panded
a ruling by John B. Barnard, jr.. observation. Their report termed
known
from
the
beginning
operation.
that
the
Archbishop
wise. John Wells, 920 Eagle ave.,
past Departim nt commander atel the hospital operational p la n ter included in the 1955 edition of O'Hara put
the problem to the experiment must succeed as a hosCleveland. Ohio.
"unique," the most outstanding en- Best Sermons — was his response
artine rudr.re advocate
Mary knoll Sisters. They responded pital before it can have any ef• •
deavor
in
the
nation.
expansion. The need for more beds not so odd: when people ignore
RESIGNATION
to an appeal by two Negro doctors, eagerly, seeing
in the invitation a fect on race relations.
Dear aline. Chanters I am a
more office equipment and more ace, they have answered the race
About 30 of the 140 physicians neither a Catholic. They had told
Simmons, who had previouslg
Doctor O'Malley was proud of
pioneering opportunity very much
weekly reader of the Defender
space is apparent. The nuns have "nest ion.
served as commander of the Wal- registered with the hospital are Ne- him the facts about hospital fa.
the
hospital's
records
system
mn line with the missionary spirit
and launched
and enjoy the articles. I would lace
a school of nursine, a
Simpson Post No. 29 and sen- groes. The -active staff of 35 in- eddies for Negroes in Kansas
In any case, Kansas City nose
of their Order. Moreover, the hos- its high percentage of consultations well-baby clinic
1,ke to correspond with an educat- ior
and a prenatal las constantly before it a magnifvice commander of the district, cludes 20 Negro doctors. White and City,
—
higher,
he
said,
than
in
pital
would
any
proide
a
training cened man, having a Ph.D degree and
clinic, and with the passage of the ssent example of Christianity in
automatically became commander Negro nurses work together, minGeneral Hospital No. 2. for Neother local hospital. He explained
ter for the foreign missions.
who is financially able to aid me when
Hill-Burton bill ;n Congress they action. The Kansas City Star's topGerald Quiat. incumbent. re- istering to patients of both aces groes, was a poor relation of Genin my endeavor in graduate school.
Meantime, the public campaign that this is a top-priority check- hope in have funds to expand outwho lie side by side without seg- eral No. I. for whites. It was old
signed.
flight medical reporter, Conwell
point
with
the
American
Medical
I -am interested in the areas of Sofor funds to equip the hospital pro•Jatient facilities.
As commander of District No. regation.
and crowded gfacilities were poor.
Carson. summed it up when he
Association,
for
the
number
of
concial Studies and Psychology in the
ceeded.
It
had
the endorsement of
Anyone who knows Kansas City A private hospital for Negroes had
In short, Queen of the World hos- wrote: "Almost 2,000 years of
6. Simmons has general super\ is.
sultations
is
a
good
index
of
the
graduate department. I promise to ion ca
eital is an unqualified success to
er fie posts which cem• mill want to know, "How did it lost accreditation hy reasons or the Jackson County Medical Socie- amount
of attention given to paChristian teaching have emphasizanswer all letters and exchange prise
this point. And oddly enough. the
the district, including Ley- happen?" It takes only a slight low standards, inadequate equip- ty and the enthusiastic support of tients,
photos. Miss Beatrice Sills. 902 den-Chiles
prominent white doctors. H e 1 p
ed love and care for the sick of
nuns
feel
report
able
to
that
none
-Wickersham Post No. 1, acquaintance with Kansas City to ment.
Dr. Carl Petersen, a highly reW. Crawford se, Quincy, Fla.
the world's largest.
realize that it is really a double
of the serious problems they have all races. Come to think about it,
So the Negro doctor, in t h e came from the Community Chest garded Negro surgeon,
s s.
said the
and
various
local trusts and founmet arose from the hospital's sga. there is 'catty nothing new about
Simmons' tenure of office will community, a city within a city, Archbishop's words, was "denied
Dear Mme. Chanter I am a man extend to
dations. On May 22. 1955, with the efforts of the nuns to maintain high icy of integration. But perhaps it's the idea behind this hospital."
April, 1957.
standards
have had a tremendous
46 years of age, 6 ft. tall a n d
help of former President Harry S.
Simmons was born in Memphis.
weigh 180 pounds. I would like to He is
Truman, the hospital was for- impact on the medical profession
married to the former Miss
correspond with a woman, he- Thelma
mally dedicated: the next day, locally.
S. Dones, daughter of the
"The obvious success of the hostween the ages of 38 and 50 years Rev.
Queen
of the World opened its
A. C. Dones. pastor of Beth
pital in its first year of operaof age who wants the better things }'den
doors to its first patients.
Baptist church. Oakland. Calin life. I am not a drunkard or a tfornia.
What has happened since then tion," he commented, "will indihum, ;it present I have a good
is a matter for other American directly help in t`e integration of
job. I will answer all letters and
cities to study seriously. For Kan- the schools this year. I'm sure."
The fact that two of the Maryexchange photos. Wm. L. Bransas City is not alone in its racial
non. 5427 Lake Park ave.. Chicaproblems. And the phenomenon knoll nuns are doctors and that all
go, Ill.
of racial hatred, besides being are highly qualified for the work
• 4, •
America's most serious social and has been a significant advantage
Dear Mme Chante: I woud like
moral problem, inevitably spills to them in upholding high standards. Because of this factor they
to correspond with a young lady
over into international politics.
between the ages of 22 and 38
"The racial hatred in this coun- can enter into decisions on strictDUBLIN, t,,, — sidle ; 11 club
who is interested in marriage. She
try is the source of its. worst pub- ly medical matters on a par with
must be attractive and not over champions in 24 projects will be
licity abroad," say-. Sister Made- staff doctors
134 pounds. I am 37 years of age. named here, Nov. 15 and 16. dur"I keep myself informed of the
line Maria who spent 10 years in
5 ft. 6 inches tall with dark brown ing the sixta annual
4-H ConBolivia and Ceylon before com- professional standards and the opskin. I have my own apartment sress.
ing to Queen of the World. "The eration of the hospital," Sister
and arrange and compose music
Contestants a ill he 120 area winpeople over there do not under- Mary Mercy. administrator, told a
A few years back I had my own ners, named at five district '4 -If
stand when Americans talk one reporter. "The doctors know I
18 piece orchestra and at present club project eliminations here this
way and act another."
'snoop' a lot because I am so anxI am reorganizing it, I will answer summer.
This is not meant to suggest that ious for the hospital to be accreditall serious letters, so please en"They will make talks, give eduKansas City's racial attitudes have ed."
close photo in first letter and I cational demonstrations, present
Ireen totally revised since Queen
Because of its policy and locawill do the same. E. Ward. 4749 their record hooks and in other
of the World began operations. A tion. a majority of Queen of the
S. Ingleside ave., Chicago 15, Ill. ways show what they have done
good many people still haven't World patients are Negroes. But
in club work this year.- said Aleven heard of it. or don't know that some white patients isist on cornDeer Mme. Chante: I hear you exaader Horse, state 4-H Club aeit is different."
,ng to Queen of the 'orld simply
have a wonderful section in the ent. University of Georeia Agri
NO SEGREGATION HERE as
For example, one young man in order to cast a vote for hugro and white patients COn•
Defender lor corresponding and cultural Extension Service
ihis photo clean' snows Nc.salesce side by side.
came to the hospital for a lune op- eianity. as well as to take advanI would like to hear from some of
tage of its near-fanatical devotion
your Pre-medicine fans. 1 am a
to the best possible patient care.
WHITE AND NEGRO doctors
schedule to have lunch togeth.
student in college majoring in the
One couple who felt this way
take -time out from a busy
er.
field of medicine and I would like
came to the hospital for the birth
to hear from those that are studyof their third baby. On their aring medicine. Thank you. Miss E
rival they by-passed registration
Oates, Fairmont State College.
formalities, because the mother.
Fairmont, W. Va.
already in labor, had to be rushed
to the delivery room When the
Dear Mine. Chante: I would like
father returned to the admission
to correspond with a brown skin
office, the reception clerk tactful];
man, who has a talent for singing.
asked him if he understood that
I am the president of the Everthere was complete integration in
green Baptist church and make
the wards. His spontaneous reply
tours singing. I own my home in
was that he was well aware of
a small town, I am 58 years of
that fact, and. because of his
age, weigh 145 pounds and have a
wholehearted approval of t'ae
pleasing personality. I promise to
Christian idea of integration, his
answer all letters arid exchange
wife had come to Queen of the
photos. Martha Davis, Finehurst 4.
%Cork' hospital.
Ga.
Before the hospital opened, and
s ••
in its months
of
operation.
Dear Mme. Chanter I 'could like
there were gloomy predictions in
to .become a member of your pen
plenty.'Many expected and some
pal club. I am 29 years of age.
hoped that the effort to create a
5 ft. 8 inches tall, weigh 140 pounds
truly integrated hospital would coland enjoy all sports. I would like
lapse quickly in a city as deeply
correspond with a young lady
color-conscious as Kansas City
between the ages of 30 and 38,
.
e Pul ot.a
There was, in fact, a period of (NO 010.141atC-15 YOU I
of-manse to answer all letters and
V•ASNIOIN SNOW JUST "c0 GO To
some months when it appeared
exchange photos. S. R. B. Sawyer.
possible that th hospital would SlorIE...BU1 AT LEAST C.OrnE
floss Moore st., Woodford Park,
not he able to continue. It was oul moRIE. PRISENIABLE
Kingston P.O. S.W.!.
simply not well enough known to :NAN YOU ARE NOW!
* s
attract the number of patients reDear Mme. Chanter I am a lonequired to meet th• costs of operaly man and would like to corretion. But the support of doctors
spond with a young We who is inand publicity from the Kansas City
terested in marriage. One who is
Star helped solve that problem.
sincere and faithful and wants the
though the patients themselves
better things out o' life. I am 29
did most to spread the word.
years of age, 5 ft. A' inches tall,
Now, in a city already served by
weigh 145 pounds with a brown
four other large hosrlals and
complexion. I would like for her
several smaller ones. Queen of the
tes be between the ages of 24 to
World has arrived at a point it
27. 't promise to answer all letters
expected never to reach: it mu'
and exchange photos. E. Banks,
at least consider the question of
•
*

*
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Our Opinions
Our Country United
After weeks of high flown oratory and
some stinging barbs thrust by both •ides,
w at long last, Election Day has come. Some
60 million Americans are deciding who shall
administer the affairs of the country for
the next four yeArs.

has had to be of necessity a complete shift
in our foreign policy. Britain and France.
our allies have thrown aside our warnings
to submit the Suez crisis to UN arbitration.
Israel. riled by accusations of being the
"aggressor," has ignored requests to cease
In ordinary times, political campaigns. fire and has defiantly proclaimed her inno matter how vitriolic they may become. tentions of expanding her territory.
are usually reviewed as a time to let off
These acts have left us isolated. with
steam and afterwards to kiss and make up, our conscience torn between our pledge to
—an old American custom.
help the subjected peoples of the world to
freedom and the commitments
However, these are not ordinary times. gain their
have
with
the colonial powers.
we
For the first time in the history of national
elections, a world crisis of the gravest porWhatever the outcome of the election is,
tent has been precipitated on election eve. whatever may be our partisan choices, now
In an age of nuclear energy and the ter- is the time when as Americans, we must
more united than ever. Animosity
rible H bomb. we have need to tremble become
must be put aside in favor of harmony.
about the future of mankind on this planet.
Each of us as individuals must pledge to
Unless a workable solution is found to have•faith in our leadership to do what is
atop the headstrong determination of Israel, right and best for the interests of the
Great Britain, and France to seize the Suez whole.
by force and of the Soviet Union to subdue
This does not preclude our working hard46.'he Hungarians by tanks and guns, we shall er
than ever to press forward our demands
all be plunged inevitably into a holocaust that
we cannot have the unity we sorely
that may mean the midnight of civilization. need unless we have positive action to asAdded to this dilemma is the stark bald sure all Americans of their rights under the
fact that because we have failed to put our constitution. We cannot compromise at
own domestic affairs in order and have al- home and lay down ultimatums abroad.
lowed ourselves to be weakened by appeasIn the troubled days ahead of us, we
ing the South over the Supreme Court de- shall need prayer and forbearance,
and
cision, now we are paying the price in the above all, a national determination
to do
loss of our prestige with other nations in what
is right in the sight of God that all
the chambers of the United Nations.
men, both at home and everywhere shall
Indeed, we have "lost face" and there enjoy their inalienable rights to freedom.

Dom; good is the greatest ad- a whitegirl, 12-years of age. savjuster to law and the greatest con- ed a Negro woman's life by drownqueror of evil.
ing in. the Tallahatchie River —
Law is a rule from authority The same place and in the same
for the purpose of regulation, to river where the body of a 1.1put into order to govern behavior. year-old Negro boy was found, a
The iqective law is dependent body sshich was placed there by
upon obedience to its mandates. white tidults. The heroism of DiThis is perfection — Good.
anne Kearney in saving the life ot
The reverse is failure to obey this Negro woman is 1.epresentathe lass — this is imperfection— tive of the many good deeds perEvil.
formed by ahites for Negroes and
11'het her law is obeyjd or dis- Negroes for whites which are adobeyed, it is dependent upon how justing the minds of those who are
it fits into the mental state of opposed to the laws which grant
men. Foremost in the mind of !nun equal opportunities and equal recis that which seems to Wm to be ognition to slA regardless.
Furthermore, such
in his best iiiterest and secondly
unselfish
that which seems to he in the best acts as were done by little Dianne
interest of whatever he loses next gases the best evidences of a feelto himself — this is his mental ing of brotherhood among men,
also an acception of the responsipattera.
bilities of thiii brotherhood. "As
ONLY THE UNUSU.S1,
anyone thinkr so is he."
In order for any lass to fit into
man's mental pattern, there must NOT WEAKNESS
If there is to he obedience of
he a change in his mind. Things
which follow the usual trend of law. tbere must be individual
feeling that the
thinking will never change the pat- knouledge
tern. It is 3nly the unusual, the law is for the best interek of one's
unexpected something out of the self as well as for the best interordinary which introduces chanc- est of whole. Obedience to the law
es in one's mental pattern. The of love is not a sign of weakness.
surprise attract is the most effec- Obedience to the law of love is
an indication of strength, of depth
tive.
Doing good in the presence of of mind. of heart and of soul.
The
good that
people
do
es it is a surprise attract. It Is the
best adjuster of the law. therefore, should he gis en a greater Place
the best ov.a•comer of the es its in the minds of others than the
which (militates from violations of evil that is beimi done by people.
Advertise good and it will out
laws.
Laws devised to regulate hu- grow evil.
The key to a happy, peaceful
man behavior Insist be adjusted to
the point that they lit into hu- and prosperous life, community,
nation lies in the amount
manita"s personal interests. Doing state
good is Ow key to this adjust- of good which is done by them.
The spirit of giving rather :,ian
ment.
a desire to receive is the willing
WHITE sAV Es NEGRO
approach to happiness, peace and
The other oay at Money. Miss., prosperity,

%Met
;•.

Seven Negro Life Stories
Are Published This Fall
How it happens I do not know,
but there is a sudden upsurge in
Negro biographies and autobiographies this fall, appearing almost
all at once in the bookshops.
Three are the self-revelatory lives
of famous women singers: Miss
hilly Holiday's "Lady Sings the
Kitt's
Eartha
Miss
Blues,"
"Thursday's Child," and Miss Marian Anderson's "My Lord, What
a Morning." The second Mrs. Walter White, Poppy Cannon, who is
white, tells the story of her interracial marriage and describes her
brief years with the late leader
of the NAACP in "A Gentle
Knight "

only book I know of that gives a
comprehensive account of the
many young Negroes who crossed
the Atlantic to fiat on the side
of the Loyalists in the Spanish Civil War, and it tells how some of
them died there. 11 also tells the
story of the ill-fated motion picture "Black and 'A'hite" that was
to have been made in Moscow,
and what happened to the twentytwo Negro men and women who
travelled to Russia to make it — a
story whose details are not to be
found, so far as I know, in any
other book. "I Wonder As 1 Wander" is more than a portion of my
life story. It is a record, too, of
the international activities of NedistinguishMurray.
a
Miss Pauli
groes from Harlem to Cuba and
ed attorney, poet, and crusader
Haiti to China and the USSR as
for civil rights, traces her famiI observed them in my travels as
ly history hack a hundred years
a journalist and writer.
in "Proud Shoes." And the chamBut I observed a great many
pion boxer, now minister, Henry
Armstrong, tells the story of his people other than Negroes around
rise to fame in "Gloves,'God, and the world and became acquainted
Glory." My own autobiography ap- with a number of customs strange
pearing this month is called "I to ourselves. I ate snails in Spain.
and learned how folks make love
Wonder as I Wander."
in Uzbekistan — in 3 fashion quite
"I Wonder As I Wander" is my unfamiliar to the USA—and I got
twenty-first book. It was three blown out of bed by an air raid
years in the writing, and is my in Barcelona. and poisoned by aroiggest and longest book to date, senic in Tashkent.
rome four hundred pages. It conWalking the color line around
cerns my travels all over America
the world and recording its variand around the world — from Harations from Savannah io Shanglem to Haiti, Tuskegce to Tokyo,
hai is a Part of my story. But anMexico to Moscow and Madrid. It
other part of it is the kind of fun,
is about the people I knew from
the kind of music, the kind of
Mary McLeod Bethune in Florida
dancing and the kind of romance
to Arthur Koestler in Turkmenisfolks enjoy in Mexico City. Hatan, Dorothy Maynor at Hampton
vana, Turkmenia, and Madrid,
to Josephine Baker in Paris, Richfrom bull fights to rhumbas. camard Wright in Chicago to Bricktop
el sausage to flamencos, Chinese
in Montmarte, Teddy Weatherford
w,alermelon to French crepe suzin Shanghai to the daring colored
ettes — for the color of life, the
soldiers in the International Brigmusic, the foo6. and the women
ades in Spain.
vary in fascinating ways from
"I Wonder As I Wander" is the place to place.

So all these things I have tried
to record in "I Wonder As I Wander.- With so much to tell, the
book was almost 800 pages in its
early drafts. Some of the good
stories had to conic out, but all of
the best ones remain.
My hook goes back only into my
own immediate past, but Pauli
Murray's goes far back into that
of her ancestors. "Proud Shoes"
tells a graphic tale of Civil War
(lays in the South, of the Negro's
desperate search for learning in
the Reconstruction schools, and
how the baleful hoofbeats of the
Ku Klux Klan at night tried te
frighten our folks away from books
and teachers and the ballot box.
Eartha Kitt tells with add charm
what it is like to have been poor
and hungry and then to become
famous and highly publicized en
three continents, Henry A r iii'
strong gives a hard-hitting picture
of his sharecropper days in Mississippi, his slum days in St.
Louis, his hobo travels, and the
feel of a gloved fist in his face
as he came up the hard way to,
become a sensational - boxing
champion.
And with gentle reverence for
the memory'of a gentle lover and
a courageous fighter for civil
rights, Poppy Cannon gives new
insights into the life of the late
great genial Walter White. So, this,
fall. American readers may take
their choice of a very varied fare
in biographies and autobiographies
in black, brown, beige, and white,
from footlights to fist fights, bright
nights to civil rights, family trees
to world travel, cuddly Miss Kitt
to knockout Hank Armstrong. Tell
your public library to get all these
books so readers who cannot buy
them can read them. Ask your lilvarian to order them now.

The negro's "Lags"
the home is an outgrowth of a
ion of the integrat- number of important factors.
The ied schools in W.- '•'ngton. D. C
The child who comes from a
has turned up some facts which home .-1—re he hears intelligent
are pretty disturbing to serious conversations about important
thinki- - year() sche•
"- all over. subjects, has a tendency to echo
One of the disturbing facts. . . these conversations in his classone that causes basic concern is room performance. The child
a home where
. .Negro high school kids, par- who comes
ticularly, are lagging behind in there are acceptable patterns of
social discipline, tends to display
The death of Charles Spurgeon John- an intricate mixure of reason and unreason. scholastic achievement. Figures those patterns
in his schoolroom
that they are from three to
Again, demonstrating the breadth of his show
son, President of Fisk University, is an irsix years behind where they behavior. The child whose fareparable loss to the institution, to the in- scholarship and power of observation, he should be in educational level. In ther and mother has a habit of cutcreasingly shrinking community of true pointed out in an excellent address deliver- short, instead of being twelfth ting off the television and radio,
ed, March 16. 1956, before the Convocation grade pupils in fact, the average and picking up a book, magascholars and to the world.
Dr. Johnson was not only a scholar in of Kappa Delta Pi, an honor society in edu- Negro boy and girl registered in zine or newspaper rather reghas a way of being much
he familiar connotation of the word, he was cation, at Stillwater, Oklahoma, that. "sci- that grade is more nearly a sev- ularly,
enth, ei:hth, or ninth grade pupil, more willing to open his books
ence
and
technology
are
increasingly
afalso a great teacher, an inspiring leader
find a given lesson assignfecting the social issues of our time, and That's something most of us do and
and a restless searcher after the truth.
not want, to believe. And the rec- ment. Somebody has well said,
knowledge
of
their
workings
is
an
almost
His voluminous writings reveal a clearly
ords c` -- • -''•. will hardly con- -You can't make a silk purse out
articulated social philosophy. He was not an inescapable obligation of citizenship."
vince most of us that the situa- of a sow's ear.•'
Johnson
most
became
alarmed
at
the
Of course, there is the angle
tion is general. But a little self
improviser but a brilliant, cogent thinker;
by one teacher who was
a tactician as well as a theorist. Yet he had extreme southern doctrine that segrega- examination, or a remembering of raised
discussing the matter. This teachtion
was
the
natural
condition
of
the
Nethings
revealed
in
times
past, or
a constant sense of historical perspective.
gro people. He knew that we acquire the an examination of present per- er asked, "Are we, as teachers,
doing all we can do get all the
He knew that we were living on the thin stature of men through communication formance of the average Negro
edge of history; he had no illusions about with others and through participation in high schoil youngster lends too possible benefits to be derived
an individual's capacity to rule the forces a common life.'
much weight to the charge to al- from our present situa'im?" In
of the historical process. Far more than
low
of its being shrugged off eas- other words, that teacher was askHe threw into the struggle all the reing his colleagues whether or not
ily.
many of his contemporaries he was aware sources of his mind—his amazing intellecthey are taking what
have
of his relation to the upsurging movements tual acupten, his persuasiveness, his mas- The first reaction of most of us and makin7 the most they
of it.
is
to
say
"It
isn't
so." The next
of American democracy, and of the strength tery of. the details and refinements of soWell, right here is where the
reaction is to start casting around
and purposes of the opposing forces.
ciological theories, his unwavering sense of for excuses. Both are natural re- challenge conies to the Negro
Above all his role has been that of the values, his eminently precise and construc- actions. And both are more or less teacher. The water hits the wheel
right there for the Negro man
educ.dtor-sociologist who has had an enor- tive imagination.
equally useless, so far as cor- or
wansan who has the privilege,
mous influence in changing the premises of
Equipped with every weapon of infor- recting the situation is concerned.* opportunity and responsibility
of
popular thinking and sociological discus- mation, he was a terrifying opponent to en- If asked what should be done directing the minds
and shaping
Rion.
counter. But if he spared no one else, he about the situation, a lot of folks' the attitudes of several dozen
In one of his most recent and brilliant was most ruthless with himself. He worked first suggestion will he to fire all young Negro adolescents every
articles in the September issue of the New indefatigably. He sacrificed his obvious in- the teachers. But it is to be re- working day. Someone has writmembered that they will most ten
something somewhere about
York Times Magazine analyzing the mul- terests. He dedicated himself with a mon- likely have to be
replacd with
tiple aspects of the present crusade for hu- astic fervor to what he conceived to be the teachers they taught. And further- putting a real dedicated teacher
on one end of a log and a willing
man rights, he said, in what those who service of the public.
more, it might be rememberd pupil
on the other
knew him could identify a* the spirit of the
His ideal of citizenship was Periclean, that teachers can do only what have a good school.end, and you
late Prof. Robert Park, his teacher and but he pursued it with a religious intensity the come*unity *demands and ex- That's a fairly applicable simfriend:
that was medieval. He will be remembered pects of them. And community de- ile relative to the Negro teach"Basically, this is a struggle today not also as a man who, without being of the mands and expectations are most er. The challenge rests in doing
tangibly expressed in what thA something
effective for the Negro
between North and South, or whites and people, was able to come near them. He community
provides in
way of kid despite all excuses about backNegroes, or between the national and inter- was a scholar, an artist and a great master facilities, salaries. and. the
For the funniest story of 1956 I tween 70 and 90 per cent of the
Mr. Sass actually believes this
. .and. . ground, environment, segregated
national points of view. It is a struggle be- of words and he was able to grasp and to and. children!
nominate the one told in the cur- Negroes of the United States have and continues as follows: "One
classrooms, or what-have-you.
tween those who believe in democracy anti some degree communicate what the com- Emphasis is pia-ed on the type And, it is a
rent issue of the Atlantic by Her- at least one known white ances- can cite numerous examples
fact that something
among birds and mammals." Then
those who do not."
mon man dimly felt.
of -Children" provided because effective can be done . . .with a bert Ravenel Sass of the Charles- tor."
He never forgot in his investigations,
The world, a French cynic remarked, i the children are the products of harnessing of the interests, spir- ton, South Carolina Sasses.
Professor Ifandlin also observes he finally admits some whites are
that, men have a cultural heritage which divided between the vast majority of per the homes and families f r om it, determination,' will a n d
Under the title "Mixed Schools that: "... the number of Negroes not as "strongly imbued with race
furnishes the optic through which they see pie who ought never to have been born and which they come. They are the available opportunities and facili- and Mixed Blood." Mr. Sass gives who have passed into the white preference" as the whites who setthe world and which shapes the facts they the very rare few who ought never to die. teachers' working material. And ties which the Negro pare nt, us a new view and a new word to group is not ascertainable: esti- tled here. He declares: "They did
it's just barely possible that the teacher and child have at hand. explain why Southerners act as mates range as high as 30.000 a not follow the example of the
recognize and that this social heritage is Charles Johnson was one of those few.
basic place to begin closing the Together they may not close the they do in the presence of per- year. Whatever the number, the Spanish and Portugese in whom
"gap" that
between Nergro gap. , .but they can markedly sons of color. As the title suggests, trend has been substantial since for historical reasons the instinct
high school youngsters' perform- reduce its dimensions. .using exMr. Sass insists that if the young- the eighteenth century: and those of race preference was much
ance and their grades is the home. cuse breath for work breath. Now, sters of the two races are permit- who have 'passed'. with their weaker. . ."
By Walt Disnay
MERRY MENAGERIE
The type of children produced by whatchubet!
This new instinct of race preferted to go to school together they progeny, must form a considerable
will surely, sooner or later, go to element of the total population " ence which Mr. Sass discovered
The Harvard professor finally -is much bigger than we are, a
bed together. This fact is, in his
BALTIMORE — (Atilt' — A
absolute and incontroyert- coins up with the clincher. I far greater thing than our racial
mind,
bronze statute of Frederick Dougquote again: "Racial intermixture dilemma. It is — and here is anible.
s . the first eser erected of the
max begun when the slaves were other basic fact of great significsociologicestablishing
this
roils abolitionist-statesman in
After
first brought into this country in ance — an essential element in Nahis native state of Maryland and
al law with all the conviction of the North and in the
South: it was ture's huge and complex mechanthe second of Douglass In the U.S.,
another Newton discovering the
not prevented by the existence of isni."
was dedicated at Morgan State
law of gravity, Mr. Sass sets out
slavery: nor has the persistence of
These words of Mr. S
Aug
co)legen recently by Gov. Theoto explain himself. His explana- segregation slowed
it down."
amaze the long 1:ne of
dore R. McKeldin
tion is priceless.
Mr. Sass of South Carolina in males
the South who 0 • aelgs.
The memorial, an eight-foot-fourHere is the way he starts: his article ignores all these facts ed create the greatest racial mix.
inch statue, was presented to the
"What may well be the most im- and goes on to explain why we in up in history. Obviously, if Mr.
college recently by Gov Theoportant physical fact in the story the United States have kept our Sass believed his own story he
Ronal association, which raised
of the United States is one which race "biologically distinct a n d would not be so anxious to use the
funds for the project over a 13is seldom emphasized in our his- separate." The Carolinian discov- force of law to keep the races
fear Jeriod. Nest of the 310.000
tory books. It is the fact that ers in this connection another new apart. He simply does not trust
raised by the Association came
throughout the three and a half law, the law of nreference.
his instincts, particularly that new
from the pennies, nickles a n d
centuries of our existence we have
According to him the white one. "preference."
dimes donated by school children
kept our several races biological- southerner is not prejudiced. He
Sueh half truth' as Mr. Sass
Appropriations from the state for
ly distinct and separate.••
states, "Not prejudice but pref- lives by may be enough for his
the landscape and site brought the
Professor Oscar Handlin of Har- erence is the word that truth re- kind but they are too ridiculous to
total cost to more than $22,000.
vard University in another article quires . .. Preference is a natural he taken seriously in the modern
The statue war sculptured by
in the same issue of the Atlantic reaction to facts and conditions world at large. Intermarriage is
James E. Lewis, head of the MorPRETTIER THAN EVER, desof articles of a layette she has points out: "Almost 3.000,000 observed or experienced, and qtterly impossible without the coi.
gan art department.
collected for her baby. Grace ?imericans are mulattoes: and through the action of heredity gen- sent of both partners. As the littli
In dedicating the statue, Gov. pite a big gain in weight. Prinsays she wants, three or four many more, whose skin color is eration after generation it be- white boy asked his father, upon
McKeldin praised Douglas for his cess Grace of Monaco, former
children "as soon as possible." darker, have nevertheless some comes instinctive. Like separate- hearing how tragic it would be if
humanitarian work, saying that "is Grace Kelly, Hollywood movie
"Look, George — hen's the gadget that tuns it oar the
greatest cause ai man can star, prepares herself for moth- Sonndphote.
degree of mixed paternity. Care- ness, it exists throughout the ani- his sister married a Negro. "Can't
serve."
erhood role. She examines one
ful studies have shown that be- mal kingdom."
she say No?"

Great Scholar Answers The Final Call
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Failure To Back Actors Irks Sammy Davis, Jr:
'Won't Retract
On Race Issue

Brown Bomber,
Jr. Davis On
Tee-Vee Quiz

Sammy Davis, jr., "rakes over
the coals" Negroes who do not
support colored stars, and NeNEW YORK—Joe Louis. Sammy
groes who snipe at him for assoDavis Jr., and Charlton Heaciating with whites.
ton will be among the contestants
when NBC-TV'e TIC TAC DOUGII
Speaking m a national magazine
holds a "Celebrity Week" starting
Sammy says:
Monday, November 5.
"The worst thing in the world is
Louis, former heavyweight boxto be a star and a Negro. If I
ing champion, and actor Barry
didn't have this racial millstone
Sullivan, star of the Broadway
around my neck, 1 could have made
play "Too Late the Phalarope."
$20 million by now. But, being a
will compete on the quiz pro.
Negro I must weigh whether I
gram November 5. Davis, who
should do this or that: Nobody can
stars in the musical, "Mr. Wonescape whit he is. I don't want to.
derful," will participate Tuesday,
All I have to do is look in the
November 6 with actress Nancy
mirror."
Walker and Renzo Cesana, better
Commenting on the plight of othknown as ''The Continental.- Heser Negro stars. Sammy says. "If
ton, who portrays Moses in the
I had one wish it would be that
flim "Ten Commandments" preNegroes would support other Negro
miering next week, and columniat
entertainers. Most Negro performDrew Pearson will be contestants
ers with anything unusual don't get
Wednesday, Nov. 7. Other celebriany support from their people.
ties are being booked for Nov. 8
Take Duke Ellington. Its a shame
SAMMY DAVIS, JR.
and 9.
The man's a genius, but-who- supPrize money won by the guezt
ports him? Whites."
( ciallv
--- I'm with them 90 per cent stars will be donated to any chaof
time.
the
Most
deals
in this rities they designate. Jack Barry
Sammy makes no apology for
his racial record. He insisted that business are concluded over drinks is quizmaster of 'Tic Tac Dough."
the "Mr. Wonderful" cast be fully and at the dinner table, and if which is telecast Mondays through
integrated, and it was. He also you're cut out of that, you're out,: Fridays from 12 noon to 12:30
p.m., EST.
points to the fact that he is the period!"
only big Negro star with a Negro
manager—his uncle, Will Mastin.
"And nobody pushes Will around.
He's a shrewd one. He listens to
my suggestions and 98 per cent of
the time I'm right. In the last six
years, I've been right all the time."
It's no accident, Sammy says,
that most of his time is spent with
people who control the entertainment industry. "I figured that the
By ALBERT ANDERSON
bers are old standards. Among
reason Negro performers were alithem are "Cherry Red", "I Want
ANP
For
enated from the people who could
A Little Girl". "how Long Blues",
help them was because they don't TURNER SINGS BLUES
"Piney Brown Blues" a n d "St.
with
them socially."
mix
Atlantic's new 12-inch LP by Joe
Louis Blues".
Sammy lives, works and plays Turner should find many happy
Another Atlantic album worth
among the moguls of the industry. listeners. "The Bobs of the Blues
He dines with them. attends their — Joe Turner Sings Kansas City collector's item status is "Here
_parties and throws parties f o r Jazz" is an album of some of the is Phineas — The Piano Artistry
them. "This is business." he said. most moving blues ever written. of Phineas Newborn, jr."
§`I know how I made it. It wasn't Turner, one of the best blues JOE WILLIAMS
all talent. I've been able to out- shouters in the business, sings as
Joe Williams and the Count Bethink the people I deal e eh. I meet though the songs were written es- Fie orchestra team on a delightthem on even grounds because so- pecially for him. Many of the num-• ful new album released by Verve
and titled, "The Greatest." Williams, noted as a blues singer of
the highest calibre, is singing a
collection of love songs by Gershwin, Rodgers and Hart, Kern and
Mercer.
In somewhat the same vein In
"SATCHMO" photograph
another Verve package. "Ella and
of Odense, Denmark. Picture ' strong opened at Chez Paree
won first prize in 825,000 conLouis," featuring Satchmo a n d
of Louis Armstrong was one of
Fridly.
test. Winner was Arno Bloch,
Miss Fitzgerald in such favorites
280 winning pictures. ArtnHarold Johnson, East Moline, as "Can't
t PHILADELPHIA — (ANT) —
We Be Friends," "Isn't
Formal announcement of the wind III., and Betty June Haver, New
It a Lovely Day". "Moonlight in
ners of the annual Marian An- York, tied for second place and
Vermont", "Tenderly", "A Foggy
derson Scholarships was made this will receive $500 scholarships.
Day". "Cheek to Cheek" and
week by Miss Alyce Anderson. di- Miss NIornik. a contralto, Is
"April in Paris".
rectress and sister of the inter- originally from Eugope. She is one
Best of the "mood music' renationally famous singer.
of several foreigner s who apThe top vocalist was Lillian aler- plied for the 13th annual auditions. leases this month is Bill Doggett's
nik, New York, who will receive Johnson, a Negro, is a tenor, and "Moondust" LP on King Records
and Alfred Newman's "Love
a $1,000 scholarship to study.
i Miss Haver a coloratura soprano. Dreams"
on Decca.
WASHINGTON--4ANP) — Duke reallyat his best, however, in a
Two new albums, both titled
!1 Elmer Dickey of Boston, became
Ellington,
one of the jazz immor- i nielody of Ellington's standard
Earth's Surface
a two-tune winner on receiving 'Rock 'N Roll", were released this tals, appeared
with the National !songs.
1 New York — The surface of the Miss Anderson's personal
month
h
by
King
i
and Wing. The for- Symphony
gift of
Orchestra at Constitm! Other numbers
earth consists of an estimated 139
mer has such artists as Luck Milrendered by the
million square miles of water and $100 awarded each year to the van' aunder. Bill Doggett, The Swallows, tional Hall last week.
orchestra were Dvorak's "Carnii'
31'ohpes,.,coneert was billed as a sal Overture," excerpts from "Der
and estimated 57 million square calist adjudged best among t h eL The Platters. Cathy
Ryan, Earl
miles of land,
but music critics claim Rosenkavalier" Suite, and t h e
previous year's returning winners. (Connely) King, The Dominoes,
sn't quite that, Neithec melodramatic "Slaughter on 10th
Little John and Earl Bostic in a- that ii, wasn't
could they a''
i rock and roll review.
re on
r it Avenue" by Richard Rogers.
IF
The latter was
a classic concert or a4jazz
j record features Buddy Johnson, his concert
In commenting on the concert.
.
orchestra and vocalists in t h e l
one critic remarked that "Duke
groove on -I Don't Want Nobody", Some think that the genius of Ellington long has deserved the
Ellington can hest be demonstrated dignity of Constitutional Hall. but
"Bring It Home to Me", "Upside in
concert s‘ith his„n orchestra. next time let
's make it a oh his
Your Head". "I'm Just If o u r Practically
all of his compositions entire orchestra."
Fool" and others.
are written for his orchestra, and
'The Story of Jazz," by M
Marwith a specific member in i
:hall W. Stearns, a systematic andmusiunad
Sales Tax
I
objective history of jazz from ital
The
African and West Indian origins
i; ,National Symphony played , Chicago — State sales taxes, hosto its emergence in various stages, valiantly in Ellington's "Night cities 25 years ago. now co.nprise
DUKE ELLINGTON
forms a n d styles, was released iCreature" and his major work, about 4C percent of all state tax
by Oxford University Press on Oc- "Nev World A Coming.- Ile waa revenues
tober 25.

Johnny Smith
At Chi Modern
Jazz Room
Jan guitarist Johnny Smith
brings his quartet to the Preview's Modern Jazz Room Monday, November 5, for a two week •
engagement,
•
Smith. w h o has won Omit."Down Beat" polls and two "Metronome" polls in the last four
years, began his profess.onal career as a guitarist with Eugeoe
Orin and y and the Philadelphia
Orchestra in 1946.
Later, while on the staff at
NBC in New York. he began to
experiment with a jazz quintet.
His "Moonlight in Vermont"
( Raose No. 2211) was voted one of''
the top jazz records in 1952 in the
"Down Beat" poll. His recent albums are "Johnny Smith Quartet" (Roost No. 2203) and -Johnny
..a ,
Smith with Beverly Kenney"
UNA MAE Carlisle, singing plan.
(Roost No. 2206).
iist, is seriously ill in Harlem hosSince 1953, he has worked with '! pital. Pneumonia.
his own combos appearing inl
leading jazz clubs across the country. Although Smith is the nuinber one exponent of the jazz guitar, his favorite guitarist is Andre Segovia.
SEROWE, Bochuanaland — ScUnder the new police at the.
Prev
rtse
Khania, former chief of the
Smith Quartet
theiew,
will
work in the Modern Jazz Boon. Bamangwato tribe, was joined
Friday, Saturday and Sunday. here last week by Ms white stile.
and in the main floor Show Mrs. Ruth Khama.
This is Seretse's tirst visit to his
Lcunge Monday and Tuesday.
The present Show Lounge at_ homeland since he was banished
traction. Hal Iverson's Trio. - con- six years ago by the British for
thaws Tuesday thru Sunday in :tic marrying a white woman. Several
main fleor lounge thru November weeks ago, Seretse gave up h i $
rights as tribal chief.
18.

Seretse's Wife
Arrives In Africa

The Week In Records

Turner, Williams
Jazz Records Hot'

European Singer Wins
Anderson Scholarship

Pops? Jazz Or Classics? Critics
Fail To Agree On Duke Ellington

iSatchmo'
On Sullivan
TV Segment

Every Waist
Goes Higher,
Higher
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TEXAS DOES
wass. so they
slay be tree,
1111erid an (the

things in h I g
say. Well, it
because Texas
Rose of S a n

By OLGA CURTIS
NEV YORK — The fine art of
looking high-waisted, pleated and
hobbled without actually being so
is being demonstrated by Larry
Aldrich for women who want their
comfort and their fashion, too.
Aldrich's spring collection fea-I
turns all the high-style ideas
from pleats to peg-top skirts. But
each stylish note is designed for
easy wear.
The hobble skirts, for instance,
look hobbled. They have ribbon
tied around the hem, or handing
that gathers in the hem. But the
"hobbling" is actually done on a
full skirt so that there's no constriction in walking.
, Aldrich does the same trick with,
' high waists. He has leather belts!
on his dresses that seem to rearl
, ttp on the rib cage. Yet the belts
I are actually on the natural waist.
The explanation is that the belts
are two inches high in front, threequarters high in hack — and give
! the optical illusion of high waists.
%wear. , All-around pleated skirts are a
1 big item in the Aldrich line. es-,
Antonio) headlines the m i d• i pecially in light fabrics like chif-!
niahl show Saturday at the In•
fon. Even here, Aldrich makes
diana theater, along with Helhigh-fashion pleats easy to handle.
en ( zlloway. Oringheans and
He hands them in heavier taffeta
.Johnny M Alec.
at the hem for drape without drift
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NEW YORK — (ANT') — Louis
Armstrong and Phil Silvers, star
of CBS Television's "You'll Never
Get Rich." leads off the glittering
array of talent on "The Ed Sullivan Show- Sunday. Nov. 11.
Also appearing on the program
will be the fair Lady of the Broadway musical success, "My Fair
Lady:* Julie Andiews: a liee•
scene from Terrence Rattigan's
.new Broads( ay comedy. "T h e
Sleeping Prince" with Michael
Redgrave and Barbara Bel Geddes the magnificent pantomimist
Marcel alarceau and a special allstar observance of the 20th an.
niversaiy of Life Magazine u ith
behind-the-scene views of Life's
coverage .of the Andrea Doria.
Stockholm disaster.
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After losing the Minnesota game "our- town. Seems like old times.
and the "Brown Jug'', some alum- j Which also reminds me that Candy
ni tried in vain to find the bot- McGee is warming up for a stint
with George Bias and your writer.
torn of another. • .Some didn't evenj
The Berry Gorda's. Bill Kabhush,
go back home that night. Chica- Carroll B. Evans, Anna Peake,
go's Al Benson in town and may ! Ruby and Tony can be listed
stay for the opening of the new among those "who never forget."
radio station WCHB. Which reBuddy Rose not only wearing the
minds me to say that 'tour boy" 1 title of the "foreign Prince" but
Sonny Carter will do a Saturday also looking the part. . .Romaine
spot on the station.
Johns informing us that 'our"
Marc Crawford and his Mrs. on town's Bill Walker is pretty sick
the quiet side but some feel his out at the Valley Community
pital in Encino. Calif. Suggest
mission here was top secret. .
Belated happy birthday to a geno you old cronies of the personable
tie man named Bill. Most of Count Bill send him a get well card.
Basie's bandmen back in the states, Mine is on its way.
with the new fangled sweaters
There is a city in Nevada callfrom different places.
ed "Lost Wages" — could they
For instance, Marshall Royal got mean Las Vegas?
his in London. Henry Snoderass Singer Lurlean Hunter may do
purchased w
A stint here Nov. 15. Dorothy Lewhils
esin
ta Denmark,
ked
s
wphai
Charles Fowles
iF has invited New York's Rose
nlijmuch
ish to get his. Was afraid to ask .Morgan-Louis here Nov. 11 as guest
the bossman Basic where be gat! to a salon showing featuring hair
his, since he manages to get a lot style models Dee Cannon. Sevara
of presents the Mrs. Basic doesn't Clemons. Eva Pride and many
know about: or shall we say, like ethers at the Beauty Mart, 2185
sonic of our town's friends, can tj W. Grand blvd.
d. There will. be a
take hciane?
specialty dance by Elaine Hero and
Leroy Hollis being identified as the Beauty Mart staff
join
the little man with the R. G. Pauline Horn in supervising the
Dun cigar. . . .Flovd Thompson. entire affairs.
president of local 600 o w I in
to‘L
vn
ocaal lsoonuandtisn:w7:
0
-en,beheunt.Th
in ithie
*entre, quoting athletic director
Joe Rivers. . ."We've•got the 'best the first time I've seen
in the league."
I line."
Proof of the popularity of Sugar: Usher Board of the Chur-ch• of
*till! barmaid Shirley Wynn was Our Faith presented in coned1 ex.
the terrific turn-out that attended traordinary Mrs. Louise %alone
her birthday anniversary party in Braxton Nov. 1. The Rev.Z. C.
the Oakland-Bethune fun house. i Barnes is pastor and alyrtleXerce
The only eeestion 'se forgot to ask was chairman.
was "Shirley, just how old a r ej As Sarah Vaughan
wolattsay,
"It happened again." Althoergh I
yoJui7in.my Canady,
arisharreng-i won't celebrate my hirthdaviong
Cr, with the Billy Williams nuar- with my sixth
anniyersaryseeta the
tet. comes from the so-called school Flame Show until
Nov. '7. my
for future great musicians. He re- daughter tried hard
to give me a
pieced Floyd Smith in the Jeter- birthday present
by presenting
Pillars hand back in the days of: me with a eranddaiieht
er six hours
Timmy Blanton. Sid Catlett. Joe after the time I
was twill --foe - Jones and Harry "Sweets" Edison.j cral years ago.
I was so elated I
Nice seeing Dorothy Philpott in! forgot to get the
baby's name.
••••••

Expect 5000
At A&T Event

HIRAM MEETS A CHARMER
—Nothing fazes Wall Cox who,
the intrepid globetretter
in "Tne Adventures -b1 Hiram
Walker" (Wednesdays; on

NRC•TV), encounters intrigue
and danger along the was.
Here he meets Carol Conn who
plass a charmer in a Ilawai•
isn adventure Nos. 21.

GREENSBORO. N. C. — A rec- .
on' crowd of more than 5.o00
soungsters is expected here Saturday. Nov, 10. for the annual'
High •School Senior Day celebra-i
lion at A and T college.
William H. Gamble, dean of men,
and chairman of the celebration
committee, said that more than
1:)0 high schools ir the state and
South Carolina have accepted insitations for the event.
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RICHARD 0110 a n d Carah
McLawler head out .,tantling
recording trio that opened eu•
gagement at Chicago's Stage

Counter last week. Pali- eagi
tairrently he heard on "Fla
Ingo" on Vet Ja) labtl. 111
1

